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Preface

It is with great pleasure that we present the Proceedings of ALHawai’i
2018: Algebras and Lattices in Hawaii: honoring Ralph Freese, Bill Lampe
and JB Nation. The variety of papers presented here represents a small
sampling of the vast influence that these men have had on the Universal
Algebra and Lattice Theory community. Their combined contributions
to publications is over 170 papers and books.

Ralph and Bill joined the University of Hawai’i Mathematics Depart-
ment in 1972. Ralph had just completed his PhD under Robert Dilworth
at the California Institute of Technology. Bill had completed his PhD in
1969 at Pennsylvania State University under Orrin Frink and George
Grätzer. In 1979 JB joined the Department. He had also worked under
Dilworth at Caltech, earning his doctorate there in 1973.

Those who have been fortunate enough to go to Hawaii and meet
with Freese, Lampe, and Nation have known true hospitality. A greeting
at the airport with a lei from Bill, a dinner party in Ralph’s backyard par-
adise, or a trumpet serenade from JB are all likely events.

We, the planning committee, cannot thank these men enough for the
time they have spent with us doing mathematics. These collaborations
have led to many fruitful results. Freese, Lampe, and Nation continue to
be active and produce remarkable work. We are grateful for the oppor-
tunity to honor these three great mathematicians, and we are happy that
many conference participants could join us for three days of celebration.

Kira Adaricheva
21 April 2018 William DeMeo

Jennifer Hyndman
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Abstract. The lattice LV(QS) of subvarieties of the variety QS of
quasi-Stone algebras ordered by inclusion is an ω + 1 chain.
It is shown that the lattice LQ(Q0,1) of subquasivarieties of the va-
riety Q0,1 is a 4-element chain (where Q0,1 is the variety of height
3 in LV(QS)), LQ(Q2,0) is a finite non-modular lattice (where Q2,0
is the variety of height 4), LQ(Q3,0) is still a finite lattice (where
Q3,0 is the variety of height 7), whilst LQ(Q2,1) is a countably infi-
nite lattice of finite breadth, thereby satisfying a non-trivial lattice
identity, and is locally finite (where Q2,1 is the variety of height 8).
In the process, the critical algebras in Q2,1 are completely deter-
mined.
It is further shown that LQ(Q1,2) is finite-to-finite relatively uni-
versal (in the sense of Hedrlı́n and Pultr), hence, it is uncount-
able and does not have finite breadth (where Q1,2 is the variety of
height 9). Furthermore, it is shown that LQ(Q1,2) is not Q-
universal (in the sense of Sapir), thereby showing false a long-
standing conjecture that every finite-to-finite relatively universal
variety is Q-universal.
Finally, it is shown that the variety Q2,2 (of height 13) is finite-to-
finite universal and, hence, Q-universal. It follows, for example,
that the lattice LQ(Q2,2) has a free lattice on a countably infinite
set of generators as a sublattice (thereby failing every non-trivial
lattice identity).
No proper subvariety of Q1,2 is finite-to-finite relatively universal
to any of its proper subvarieties, nor is any proper subvariety of
Q2,2 universal.
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1 Quasi-Stone algebras

As introduced in [32], an algebra L = (L;∨,∧,′ , 0, 1) of type (2, 2, 1, 0, 0)
is a quasi-Stone algebra if

(i) (L;∨,∧, 0, 1) is a bounded distributive lattice;
(ii) 0′ = 1 and 1′ = 0;
(iii) (x ∨ y)′ = x′ ∧ y′;
(iv) (x ∧ y′)′ = x′ ∨ y′′;
(v) x ≤ x′′;
(vi) x′ ∨ x′′ = 1.

For m ∈ ω, Bm denotes the Boolean lattice with m atoms and B̂m
denotes the lattice Bm ⊕ {1m} where 1m is a new element and ⊕ denotes
the ordinal sum. For m, n ∈ ω, Qm,n denotes the quasi-Stone algebra
(B̂m × Bn;∨,∧,′ , (0, 0), (1m, 1)) where

(x, y)′ =

{
(0, 0) if (x, y) 6= (0, 0),
(1m, 1) otherwise.

As shown in [32], the lattice of varieties of quasi-Stone algebras LV(QS)
under inclusion forms an ω + 1 chain

T ⊂
Q0,0 ⊂
Q1,0 ⊂ Q0,1 ⊂
Q2,0 ⊂ Q1,1 ⊂ Q0,2 ⊂
Q3,0 ⊂ Q2,1 ⊂ Q1,2 ⊂ Q0,3 ⊂
Q4,0 ⊂ Q3,1 ⊂ Q2,2 ⊂ Q1,3 ⊂ Q0,4 ⊂ . . . . . . ⊂ QS,

where T, Qm,n, and QS denote the trivial variety, the variety V(Qm,n) of
quasi-Stone algebras generated by Qm,n (m, n ∈ ω), and the variety of all
quasi-Stone algebras, respectively.

2 Quasivarieties of quasi-Stone algebras

For a variety V, let LQ(V) denote the lattice of subquasivarieties of V
ordered by inclusion. Then, in particular, LQ(V) may be regarded as a
measure of the complexity of the variety V. The following holds:
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Theorem 1. For the variety of quasi-Stone algebras QS:
(i) LQ(Q0,1) is a 5-element chain;
(ii) LQ(Q2,0) is a 12-element non-modular lattice;
(iii) LQ(Q3,0) is a finite lattice;
(iv) LQ(Q2,1) is a countably infinite lattice which is locally finite and has

finite breadth.

With respect to 1 (ii), note that Gorbunov [13] showed that if any
lattice of subquasivarieties is modular, then it is distributive.

A finite algebra A is critical if it is not embeddable in a direct product
of its proper subalgebras, that is,

A 6∈ ISP({B : B is a proper subalgebra of A}).

It is well known and not difficult to prove that a locally finite quasivari-
ety is determined by its critical algebras. As shown in [32], the variety of
quasi-Stone algebras QS is locally finite. Thus, identifying all the critical
algebras in a variety V of quasi-Stone algebras enables one to determine,
at least theoretically, LQ(V). In particular, 1 is established by determining
the critical algebras contained in each variety V of quasi-Stone algebras
for V ⊆ Q2,1.

That there is a significant difference between the variety Q2,1 and
the variety Q1,2, where critical algebras are not readily identified, is sug-
gested by the following:

Theorem 2. For the variety of quasi-Stone algebras Q1,2, LQ(Q1,2) is un-
countable.

In fact 2 is an immediate consequence of 4. However, before consid-
ering LQ(Q1,2) further, we jump to the variety of quasi-Stone algebras
Q2,2. First, we give some terminology.

A graph G = (V, E) is a set of vertices V and a set of edges E of 2-
element subsets of V. For graphs G = (V, E) and H = (W, F), a mapping
φ : G → H is compatible providing, for every {x, y} ∈ E, {φ(x), φ(y)} ∈
F. A variety V is universal providing every category of algebras of finite
type is isomorphic to a full subcategory of V, equivalently, the category
G of all graphs and all compatible mappings is isomorphic to a full sub-
category of V, see Hedrlı́n and Pultr [16] (as well as Pultr and Trnková
[31]). If there exists a functor Φ : G→ V which establishes that V is uni-
versal and, in addition, sends finite graphs to finite algebras, then V is
said to be finite-to-finite universal.
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Theorem 3. Q2,2 is finite-to-finite universal.

For a quasi-Stone algebra L, let End(L) denote the monoid of endo-
morphisms of L under composition. The following is an immediate con-
sequence of 3 together with known properties of graphs.

Corollary 1. For every monoid M and cardinal κ ≥ |M|+ ω, there exists a
family of quasi-Stone algebras (Li : i ∈ I) such that

(i) Li ∈ Q2,2 for i ∈ I,
(ii) Li 6∼= Lj for distinct i, j ∈ I,
(iii) End(Li) ∼= M for i ∈ I,
(iv) |I| = 2κ and |Li| = κ for i ∈ I.

Moreover, if |M| is finite, then there also exists a countably infinite family of
finite quasi-Stone algebras (Li : i ∈ I) satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii).

Furthermore, 3 is sharp in the sense that the largest proper subvariety
of Q2,2, namely Q3,1, is not universal (since, up to isomorphism, there are
only two algebras in Q3,1 with a trivial endomorphim monoid).

Another measure of the complexity of a variety V is a notion of Q-
universality, as introduced by Sapir. A variety V of algebras of finite
type is Q-universal providing that, for any quasivariety W of finite type,
LQ(W) is a homomorphic image of a sublattice of LQ(V). This notion
was introduced by Sapir [33] where, amongst other results, he showed
that the variety of commutative 3-nilpotent semigroups is Q-universal.

As shown in [2], every finite-to-finite universal variety V has the ideal
lattice of a free lattice on countably many generators as a sublattice of
LQ(V) and, hence, is Q-universal. In particular, the following is an im-
mediate consequence of 3:

Corollary 2. Q2,2 is Q-universal.

We now return to the variety of quasi-Stone algebras Q1,2.
Even though a variety may not be universal, it may fail to be univer-

sal for superficial reasons. Various attempts to capture this phenomenon
may be found in the literature (see, for example, Demlová and Koubek
[8], [9] or Sichler [36]). One such notion, introduced in this context, is that
of relative universality. A variety V is relatively universal to a proper subva-
riety W (or, briefly, W-universal) if there is a faithful functor Ψ : G → V
such that Im(Ψ( f )) belongs to W for no compatible mapping f and if
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φ : Ψ(G) → Ψ(G′) is a homomorphism, where G and G′ are graphs,
then either Im(φ) belongs to W or φ = Ψ( f ) for a compatible mapping
f : G → G′. If, in addition, Ψ assigns finite algebras to finite graphs, V is
said to be finite-to-finite W-universal.

Theorem 4. Q1,2 is finite-to-finite Q2,1-universal.

Since Q1,2 is finite-to-finite relatively universal, it follows immedi-
ately that LQ(Q1,2) is uncountable (see 2). In turn, Q2,1 is not finite-to-
finite universal relative to any proper subvariety, since, by 1 (iv), LQ(Q2,1)
is countable, showing that 4 is sharp in this context.

From the outset, the question was raised as to how the hypothesis
that a variety be finite-to-finite universal could be weakened and still
conclude that it be Q-universal (see Question 20 [1]). At the time we had
conjectured that finite-to-finite relative universality should be sufficient
to give Q-universality (see Question 22 [1]).

A number of papers have considered universality, weaker notions
of universality, as well as Q-universality in different combinations and
in different contexts: for example, Basheyeva, Nurakunov, Schwidefsky,
and Zamojska-Dzienio [6], Demlová and Koubek [8,9,10,11], Koubek and
Sichler [17,18,19,20,21,22,23], Kravchenko [24,25,26,27,28], Nurakunov,
Semenova and Zamojska-Dzienio [29], Schwidefsky and Zamojska-
Dzienio [34], Semenova and Zamojska-Dzienio [35]. Nevertheless,
whether finite-to-finite relative universality was sufficient to imply Q-
universality has proven evasive. This longstanding and quietly irksome
question explains our particular interest in the variety Q1,2:

Theorem 5. The variety Q1,2 is finite-to-finite relatively universal, but not Q-
universal.

3 Concluding remarks

All proofs rely heavily on Gaitán’s [12] version of Priestley duality for
quasi-Stone algebras (cf. Cignoli [7], Halmos [15], and [3].)

We found the proof of 5 to be very tricky and over an extended pe-
riod of time we threw everything at it including the kitchen sink. As a
consequence, we are left with a number of related questions. For exam-
ple, because LQ(Q2,1) has finite breadth, it satisfies a nontrivial lattice
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identity. We also know that there is a homomorphism f from LQ(Q1,2)
onto LQ(Q2,1) such that every congruence class of ker f is a distributive
lattice. We ask whether, in general, given a lattice L and a congruence
Θ on L such that [a]Θ is distributive for every a ∈ L and L/Θ satisfies
a non-trivial lattice identity, does it follow that L satisfies a non-trivial
lattice identity?

Details of all of the above are found in [4] and [5].
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Random Relation Algebras

Jeremy F. Alm∗

Department of Mathematics, Lamar University, Beaumont, TX 77710
alm.academic@gmail.com

What does a “typical” finite relation algebra look like? In graph the-
ory, one has the “random graph” Gn,p, which is actually a probability
space of graphs [3]. (If one sets p = 1

2 , Gn,p corresponds to the uniform
distribution on the set of all labelled graphs on n vertices.) Then a graph
property P (like being connected) is said to hold in “most” graphs if the
probability that P holds in Gn,p goes to one as n→ ∞.

In this paper, we develop a random model for finite symmetric inte-
gral relation algebras, and prove some preliminary results.

A relation algebra is symmetric if x̆ = x for all x, and integral if the
identity 1′ is an atom. Given a finite symmetric integral relation algebra
A, atoms of A apart from 1′ are called diversity atoms; if a, b, and c are
diversity atoms and a ≤ b ; c, then abc is called a mandatory diversity cycle.

Definition 1. Let R(n, p) denote the probability space whose outcomes are the
finite symmetric integral not-necessarily-associative relation algebras with n di-
versity atoms. For each diversity cycle abc, make it mandatory with probability
p (and forbidden otherwise), with these choices independent of one another.

Example 1. Let n = 3, and p = 1
2 . Given diversity atoms a, b, c, the pos-

sible diversity cycles are aaa, bbb, ccc, abb, baa, acc, caa, bcc, cbb, abc. The
random selection of all cycles except bbb and cbb gives relation algebra
5965, while the selection of only abb, acc, and bcc gives 165. Clearly, some
selections will fail to give a relation algebra.

Theorem 1. For any fixed 0 < p ≤ 1, the probability that R(n, p) is a relation
algebra goes to one as n→ ∞.

Proof. We must show that R(n, p) is associative, for which it suffices to
show the following: for all mandatory abc and xyc, there is a z such that
axz and byz are mandatory. There are n + 2(n

2) + (n
3) diversity cycles,

which is asymptotically n3

6 . There are thus (
n3
6
2 ) possible pairs of cycles,

which is asymptotically n6

72 . (This is over-counting, since some of those

∗I thank the anonymous referee for his or her insightful comments and sug-
gestions, which will help shape the full-length version of this article someday.
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pairs won’t “match up” with a common diversity atom, but it won’t mat-
ter.) For any given pair abc, xyc, the probability that, for a particular atom
z, axz and byz are not both mandatory is 1− p2. The probability that no
such z works is then Πz(1− p2). Hence the overall probability of failure
of associativity is bounded above by

∑
abc
xyc

∏
z
(1− p2) = ∑

abc
xyc

(1− p2)n,

which is asymptotically n6

72 (1− p2)n, which goes to zero for fixed p. (Tech-
nically, we must also show that any two diversity atoms are in a cycle
together; this probability goes to one similarly.) ut

Now we turn to the question of representability. We use the fact that
having a flexible atom is sufficient for representability over a countable
set.

Theorem 2. Let p ≥ n
−1

(n+1
2 ) . Then the expected number of flexible atoms in

R(n, p) is at least one.

Proof. Given an atom z, the probability that it is flexible is p(
n+1

2 ), since all
of the (n+1

2 ) cycles involving z must be mandatory. Then by linearity of
expectation we have

E[number of flexible atoms] = ∑
z

p(
n+1

2 ) = np(
n+1

2 ).

Set p ≥ n
−1

(n+1
2 ) . Then np(

n+1
2 ) ≥ n(n

−1
(n+1

2 ) )
(n+1

2 )
= 1.

ut

Theorem 2 has two rather glaring shortcomings. First, it doesn’t show
that the probability of representability goes to one as n→ ∞, as one usu-
ally wants. Second, using the presence of a flexible atom as a sufficient
condition for representability is overkill. It seems like it ought to be pos-
sible to strengthen Theorem 2 to prove that almost all finite symmetric
integral relation algebras are representable, and a more general defini-
tion of R(n, p) might allow a positive solution to problem 20 from [4]:
If RA(n) (respectively, RRA(n)) is the number of isomorphism types of
relation algebras (respectively, representable relation algebras) with no
more than n elements, is it the case that

lim
n→∞

RRA(n)
RA(n)

= 1?
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However, what is really desired (by this author, at least) is a notion
of a quasirandom relation algebra. There are many graph properties, all
asymptotically equivalent, that hold almost surely in Gn,1/2 and there-
fore can be taken as a definition of a quasirandom graph. One such exam-
ple is the property of having all but o(n) vertices of degree (1 + o(1)) n

2 .
Such properties serve as proxies for “randomness”.

In a similar fashion, quasirandom subsets of Z/nZ were defined in
[1]. Again, a number of properties were proved to be asymptotically
equivalent. One such property is that of the characteristic function of
the subset A ⊆ Z/nZ having small (as in o(n)) nontrivial Fourier coef-
ficients.

What would be a quasirandom relation algebra? Restricting attention
once again to symmetric integral relation algebras, here is one possibility.
For each atom a, form a graph Ga with vertices labeled with the diversity
atoms, with an edge between b and c if abc is mandatory (or a loop on a
if aaa is mandatory). Then call the algebra quasirandom if all but o(n) of
the graphs Ga are quasirandom.

Is this a good definition? I don’t know. I offer it merely as an example
of the sort of thing one might propose. My purpose is to start a conver-
sation that might lead to a significant interaction between the field of
relation algebra and the subfield of combinatorics that is concerned with
quasirandom structures. This paper is a first step.

Here are a few problems to consider.

Problem 1. Is there a function p(n) such that R(n, p(n)) is asymptotically
the uniform distribution on symmetric integral relation algebras of order
2n+1?

Problem 2. Improve the bound on p in Theorem 2.

Problem 3. Formulate several notions of quasirandomness for relation al-
gebras, and show that they are equivalent, as in [1,2]. Maddux’s work on
algebras with no mandatory 3-cycles [5] suggests that the difficult part
of representability lies in the 3-cycles. Results on quasirandom 3-uniform
hypergraphs might be relevant.

Problem 4. First-order graph properties obey a 0-1 law in the standard
uniform random graph model, i.e., every property holds with asymp-
totic probability 1 or asymptotic probability 0 in Gn,1/2. Does the same
hold for R(n, p) for some p?

The anonymous referee suggested the following alternative random
model:
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Definition 2. For each finite n, consider a fixed finite Boolean algebra Bn with
n atoms. Let NA(Bn) be the set of finite non-associative relation algebras whose
Boolean part is Bn. Its cardinality |NA(Bn)| is some function of n. Choose an
algebra A in NA(Bn) uniformly at random.

Problem 5. Are these two random models asymptotically equivalent for
some p > 0?

Problem 6 (due to the referee). Let p > 0 and let Σ be a fixed finite set of
equations true in all representable relation algebras. Prove that

Pr[R(n, p) |= Σ]→ 1 as n→ ∞.
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1 Introduction

The game of Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS) involves two players simultane-
ously choosing either rock (r), paper (p), or scissors (s). Informally, the
rules of the game are that “rock beats scissors, paper beats rock, and scis-
sors beats paper”. That is, if one player selects rock and the other selects
paper then the latter player wins, and so on. If two players choose the
same item then the round is a tie.

A magma is an algebra A := (A, f ) consisting of a set A and a single
binary operation f : A2 → A. We will view the game of RPS as a magma.
We let A := {r, p, s} and define a binary operation f : A2 → A where
f (x, y) is the winning item among {x, y}. This operation is given by the
table below and completely describes the rules of RPS. In order to play
the first player selects a member of A, say x, at the same time that the
second player selects a member of A, say y. Each player who selected
f (x, y) is the winner. Note that it is possible for both players to win, in
which case we have a tie.

r p s
r r p r
p p p s
s r s s

In general we have a class of selection games, which are games con-
sisting of a collection of items A, from which a fixed number of players n
each choose one, resulting in a tuple a ∈ An, following which the round’s
winners are those who chose f (a) for some fixed rule f : An → A. We re-
fer to an algebra A := (A, f ) with a single basic n-ary operation f : An →
A as an n-ary magma or an n-magma. We will sometimes abuse this ter-
minology and refer to an n-ary magma A simply as a magma. Each such

∗Thanks to Scott Kirila for pointing out the result we use in Section 2. This
research was supported in part by the people of the Yosemite Valley.
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game can be viewed as an n-ary magma and each n-ary magma can be
viewed as a game in the same manner, providing we allow for games
where we keep track of who is “player 1”, who is “player 2”, etc. Again
note that any subset of the collection of players might win a given round,
so there can be multiple player ties.

The classic RPS game has several desirable properties. Namely, RPS
is, in terms we proceed to define,

1. conservative,
2. essentially polyadic,
3. strongly fair, and
4. nondegenerate.

Let A := (A, f ) be an n-magma. We say that an operation f : An → A
is conservative when for any a1, . . . , an ∈ A we have that f (a1, . . . , an) ∈
{a1, . . . , an}[3, p.94]. Similarly we call A conservative when f is conser-
vative. We say that an operation f : An → A is essentially polyadic when
there exists some g : Sb(A)→ A such that for any a1, . . . , an ∈ A we have
f (a1, . . . , an) = g({a1, . . . , an}). Similarly we call A essentially polyadic
when f is essentially polyadic. We say that f is fair when for all a, b ∈ A
we have | f−1(a)| = | f−1(b)|. Let Ak denote the members of An which
have k distinct components for some k ∈ N. We say that f is strongly fair
if for all a, b ∈ A and all k ∈ N we have | f−1(a) ∩ Ak| = | f−1(b) ∩ Ak|.
Similarly we call A (strongly) fair when f is (strongly) fair. Note that if
f (respectively, A) is strongly fair then f (respectively, A) is fair, but the
reverse implication does not hold. We say that f is nondegenerate when
|A| > n. Similarly we call A nondegenerate when f is nondegenerate.

Thinking in terms of selection games we say that A is conservative
when each round has at least one winning player. We say that A is es-
sentially polyadic when a round’s winning item is determined solely by
which items were played, not taking into account which player played
which item or how many players chose a particular item. We say that
A is fair when each item has the same probability of being the winning
item (or tying). We say that A is strongly fair when each item has the
same chance of being the winning item when exactly k distinct items are
chosen for any k ∈ N. Note that this is not the same as saying that each
player has the same chance of choosing the winning item (respectively,
when exactly k distinct items are chosen). When A is degenerate (i.e. not
nondegenerate) we have that |A| ≤ n. In the case that |A| ≤ n we have
that all members of A|A| have the same set of components. If A is es-
sentially polyadic with |A| ≤ n it is impossible for A to be strongly fair
unless |A| = 1.
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Extensions of RPS which allow players to choose from more than the
three eponymous items are attested historically. The French variant of
RPS gives a pair of players 4 items to choose among[5, p.140]. In addition
to the usual rock, paper, and scissors there is also the well (w). The well
beats rock and scissors but loses to paper. The corresponding Cayley ta-
ble is given below. This game is not fair, as | f−1(r)| = 3 yet | f−1(p)| = 5.
It is nondegenerate since there are 4 items for 2 players to chose among.
It is also conservative and essentially polyadic.

r p s w
r r p r w
p p p s p
s r s s w

w w p w w

There has been some recent recreational interest in RPS variants with
larger numbers of items from which two players may choose. For exam-
ple, the game Rock-Paper-Scissors-Spock-Lizard[1] (RPSSL) is attested in
the popular culture. The Cayley table for this game is given below, with v
representing Spock and l representing lizard. This game is conservative,
essentially polyadic, strongly fair, and nondegenerate.

r p s v l
r r p r v r
p p p s p l
s r s s v s
v v p v v l
l r l s l l

It is folklore that the only “valid” RPS variants for two players use
an odd number of items. Currently this is mentioned on the Wikipedia
entry for Rock-Paper-Scissors without citation[6] and with a reference
to a collection of such games[2]. In our language we have the following
result. We give a proof of a more general statement in the next section.

Theorem 1. Let A be a selection game with n = 2 which is essentially polyadic,
strongly fair, and nondegenerate and let m := |A|. We have that m 6= 1 is odd.
Conversely, for each odd m 6= 1 there exists such a selection game.

In the present paper we explore selection games for more than 2 si-
multaneous players. We give a numerical constraint on which n-magmas
of order m can be essentially polyadic, strongly fair, and nondegenerate.
We use this constraint to examine permissible values of m for a fixed
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n and vice versa. We describe some elementary algebraic properties of
magmas which are generalized RPS games.

2 RPS Magmas

The magmas we are interested in are those corresponding to selection
games which have the four desirable properties possessed by Rock-Paper-
Scissors.

Definition 1 (RPS magma). Let A := (A, f ) be an n-ary magma. When A is
conservative, essentially polyadic, strongly fair, and nondegenerate we say that
A is an RPS magma. When A is an n-magma of order m with these properties
we say that A is an RPS(m, n) magma. We also use RPS and RPS(m, n) to
indicate the classes of such magmas.

Note that in order for A to be fair we need that the number of items
(m) divides the number of tuples |An| = mn, which is always the case.
This is certainly not a sufficient condition, as we have seen, for example,
that the French variant of RPS is unfair.

Our first theorem generalizes directly to selection games with more
than 2 players.

Theorem 2. Let A be a selection game with n players and m items which is
essentially polyadic, strongly fair, and nondegenerate. For all primes p ≤ n we
have that p - m. Conversely, for each pair (m, n) with m 6= 1 such that for all
primes p ≤ n we have that p - m there exists such a selection game.

Proof. Since A is nondegenerate we must have that m > n. Since A is
strongly fair we must have that | f−1(a) ∩ Ak| = | f−1(b) ∩ Ak| for all
k ∈ N. As the m distinct sets f−1(a) ∩ Ak for a ∈ A partition Ak and
are all the same size we require that m | |Ak|. When k > n we have that
Ak = ∅ and obtain no constraint on m.

When k ≤ n we have that Ak is nonempty. As we take A to be es-
sentially polyadic we have that f (x) = f (y) for all x, y ∈ Ak such that
{x1, . . . , xn} = {y1, . . . , yn}. Let Bk denote the collection of unordered
sets of k distinct elements of A. Note that the size of the collection of all
members x ∈ Bk such that {x1, . . . , xn} = {z1, . . . , zk} for distinct zi ∈ A
does not depend on the choice of distinct zi. This implies that for a fixed
k ≤ n each of the m items must be the winner among the same number
of unordered sets of k distinct elements in A. We have that |Bk| = (m

k ) so
we require that m | |Bk| = (m

k ) for all k ≤ n.
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Let

d(m, n) := gcd
({(

m
k

)
| 1 ≤ k ≤ n

})
.

Since m | (m
k ) for all k ≤ n we must have that m | d(m, n). Joris, Oestre-

icher, and Steinig showed that when m > n we have

d(m, n) =
m

lcm(
{

kεk(m) | 1 ≤ k ≤ n
}
)

where εk(m) = 1 when k | m and εk(m) = 0 otherwise[4, p.103]. Since
we have that m | d(m, n) and d(m, n) | m it must be that m = d(m, n) and
hence

lcm
({

kεk(m) | 1 ≤ k ≤ n
})

= 1.

This implies that εk(m) = 0 for all 2 ≤ k ≤ n. That is, no k between 2 and
n inclusive divides m. This is equivalent to having that no prime p ≤ n
divides m, as desired.

It remains to show that such games A exist when m 6= 1 and for all
primes p ≤ n we have that p - m. By this assumption we have that k - m
whenever 2 ≤ k ≤ n. Since(

m
k

)
=

m!
(m− k)!k!

= m
(m− 1) · · · (m− k + 1)

k(k− 1) · · · (2)

and none of the factors of k! divide m it must be that m | (m
k ) for each

2 ≤ k ≤ n. This implies that m | |Bk| for each k ≤ n so for each k ≤ n we
can partition Bk into m subcollections Ck := {Ck,r}r∈A indexed on the m

elements of A, each with |Ck,r| =
(m

k )
m . With respect to this collection of

partitions C := {Ck}1≤k≤n we define an n-ary operation f : An → A by
f (a1, . . . , an) := r when {a1, . . . , an} ∈ Ck,r for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. This
map is well-defined since each {a1, . . . , an} contains exactly k distinct
elements for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and thus belongs to a unique member
of one of the partitions Ck. In order to see that the resulting magma A :=
(A, f ) is essentially polyadic choose some a0 ∈ A and let g : Sb(A)→ A
be given by

g(U) :=

{
r when (∃k)U ∈ Ck,r

a0 when |U| > n
.

By construction we have that f (a1, . . . , an) = g({a1, . . . , an}) for all a1,
. . ., an in A. The choice of a0 was immaterial. We now show that A is
strongly fair. Given r ∈ A we have that f (a1, . . . , an) = r with (a1, . . . , an)
in Ak when {a1, . . . , an} ∈ Ck,r. Note that the number of members of Ak
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whose coordinates form the set {a1, . . . , an} is the same as the number
of members of Ak whose coordinates form the set {b1, . . . , bn} for some
other (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Ak. This implies that each of the | f−1(r) ∩ Ak| have
the same size for a fixed k and hence A is strongly fair. To see that A is
nondegenerate observe that if 1 6= m < n then there is some prime p
dividing m. Since p ≤ m < n is prime we require that p - m, a contra-
diction. We see that an essentially polyadic, strongly fair, nondegenerate
n-ary magma always exists when m 6= 1 and for all primes p ≤ n we
have that p - m.

We have given a description of all possible essentially polyadic,
strongly fair, nondegenerate n-magmas. There is always at least one RPS
magma for every n ≥ 2, although for brevity we refrain from demon-
strating this.

3 Items as a Function of Players and Vice Versa

Our numerical condition on the existence of an RPS(m, n) magma allows
us to analyze how many items m can be used by a fixed number n of
players in such a game. For the n = 2 case we see that the only prime
p ≤ 2 is 2 so 2 - m. For n = 3 we find that 2 - m and 3 - m. As 2 - m
we have that m (mod 6) ∈ {1, 3, 5}. As 3 - m we have that m (mod 6) ∈
{1, 2, 4, 5}. Combining these conditions we see that RPS(m, 3) algebras
can only exist for m ≡ 1 (mod 6) or m ≡ 5 (mod 6). Our example of
an RPS 3-magma of order 5 was the smallest possible and we see that
the next largest RPS 3-magmas have order m = 6 + 1 = 7. A similar
analysis can be used to obtain a constraint on m modulo the product of
all primes p ≤ n for any fixed n. Since 2 and 3 are also the only primes
p ≤ 4 we find that RPS(m, 4) magmas can only exist for m ≡ 1 (mod 6)
or m ≡ 5 (mod 6). In the case of n = 5, however, we obtain that m
(mod 30) ∈ {1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29}. The smallest RPS 5-magma thus
has order 7.

Our numerical condition also allows us to fix the number of items
m and ask how many players n may use that number of items. By our
previous work this question is answered immediately.

Theorem 3. Given a fixed m there exists an RPS(m, n) magma if and only if
n < t(m) where t(m) is the least prime dividing m.

Proof. Suppose that there exists such a magma. We know that in this case
p - m for all p ≤ n. Since t(m) is a prime dividing m we must have that
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n < t(m). Conversely, if n < t(m) then all primes p ≤ n are less than
t(m) and as such do not divide m. It is possible to show that RPS(m, n)
magmas always exist when this condition is met.

Our result implies that the only RPS(2, n) magma has n = 1. Up to
isomorphism this is the magma (A, f ) with A = {a, b} and f : A → A
the identity map. There are RPS(3, n) magmas for n ≤ 2. The game of
RPS is one such RPS(3, 2) magma. There are RPS(4, n) magmas only for
n = 1. Up to isomorphism this is again a set A with |A| = 4 and f =
idA. There are RPS(5, n) magmas for n ≤ 4. The game of RPSSL is one
such RPS(5, 2) magma. In the full version of this paper we will use a Z5
action to obtain an example of a RPS(5, 3) magma. Since 2 | 6 the only
RPS(6, n) magmas are unary. We can perform a similar analysis for any
fixed number of items m.

4 Algebraic Properties of RPS Magmas

We give some basic algebraic properties of RPS magmas. Note that both
the original RPS magma and the magma for the French variant are con-
tained in the magma for RPSSL so subalgebras of RPS magmas may or
may not be RPS magmas. Observe that any subset of the universe of a
conservative magma is a subuniverse. For example, {r, s, l} is a subuni-
verse for RPSSL and the corresponding subalgebra satisfies the numer-
ical condition necessary for RPS magmas (being binary and of order 3),
yet the corresponding subalgebra fails to be strongly fair.

The class of RPS magmas is as far from being closed under products
as possible.

Theorem 4. Let A and B be nontrivial RPS n-magmas with n > 1. The
magma A× B is not an RPS magma.

Proof. We show that A× B cannot be conservative. Let A := (A, f ) and
let B := (B, g). Let x1, . . . , xn ∈ A be distinct and let y1, . . . , yn ∈ B
be distinct. Since f and g are conservative we have that f (x) = xi and
g(y) = yj for some i and j. It follows that ( f × g)((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)) =
(xi, yj). Either i 6= j, in which case (xi, yj) is not one of the (xi, yi) and
A × B is not conservative, or i = j. In this latter case we have that f is
essentially polyadic so f (σ(x)) = f (x) for any permutation σ of the xi.
This implies that

f (x2, . . . , xn, x1) = f (x1, . . . , xn) = xi
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so
( f × g)((x2, y1), . . . , (xn, yn−1), (x1, yn)) = (xi, yi).

Now (xi, yi) does not appear among the arguments of f × g so again
we see that A × B cannot be conservative and hence cannot be an RPS
magma.
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Abstract. Let A and B be idempotent varieties and suppose that
the variety A ∨B is congruence-permutable. Then the Maltsev prod-
uct A ◦ B is also congruence-permutable.

A group G is called an extension of A by B if there is a normal sub-
group N of G such that N ∼= A and G/N ∼= B. In a series of papers,
Bernard and Hanna Neumann explored the properties of the class AB
of groups, each of which is an extension of a member of the class A by
a member of the class B. They restricted their attention to the case that
both A and B are varieties of groups (and AB is defined to consist only
of groups). Among other things, they proved that AB is again a variety,
that (AB)C = A(BC ), and that AB is locally finite if both A and B are
locally finite. They also described the full set of equations that hold in
AB in terms of those that hold in A and in B. A full accounting of their
results can be found in [9, Chap. 2].

In [7] A. I. Maltsev considered this construction in a very general con-
text. Among his observations he showed that if A and B are quasivari-
eties of finite similarity type then the Maltsev product, which we denote
A ◦ B, is again a quasivariety. Moreover, this product contains both A
and B. Consequently, A ∨ B ⊆ A ◦ B (join in the lattice of quasivarieties.)
We reproduce Maltsev’s construction, specifically for quasivarieties, in
Definition 01 below.

Unfortunately (and in contrast to the situation for groups), it is not
the case that the Maltsev product of two varieties is generally closed un-
der homomorphic images. To address this failure Maltsev introduced a
further restriction by requiring his algebras to be polarized. A class C is
polarized if there is a basic unary operation symbol that is constant on
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every member of C and that constant is an idempotent element of the
algebra. This constant is called the pole of the algebra. Note that the pole
of a group is its identity element, the pole of an algebra is unique (if it ex-
ists), and a congruence class of a polarized algebra is a subalgebra if and
only if it is the congruence class of the pole. Maltsev proved that if C is a
congruence-permutable polarized variety, then for any two subvarieties
A and B the class (A ◦ B) ∩ C is again a variety.

Recently interest in universal algebra has turned in a somewhat dif-
ferent direction, towards idempotent algebras. It is easy to see that the
Maltsev product of two idempotent quasivarieties is again idempotent.
Freese and McKenzie [4] consider the preservation of various properties
under the product. While they show that a number of important Maltsev
conditions are preserved, congruence-permutability is not one of them.

In this short paper we provide some context for this failure. The main
result shows that for idempotent varieties A and B, if A ∨B is congruence-
permutable then so is A ◦ B. Combining this with Maltsev’s argument
described above, if A ∨ B is congruence-permutable, then A ◦ B is a vari-
ety.

1 Maltsev Products

Classes of algebras are always assumed to be of some single fixed simi-
larity type and closed under isomorphic image. A quasivariety is a class
closed under subalgebra, product, and ultraproduct. Equivalently, under
subalgebra and reduced product. See [3, Theorem 2.25]. A quasivariety
is a variety if it is closed under homomorphic images. For an algebra A,
Sub(A) denotes the set of subuniverses of A. For all other unfamiliar
notions of universal algebra consult [2].

Since we work sometimes in the lattice of varieties and sometimes
in the lattice of quasivarieties, we shall use the notation A ∨ B for the
smallest variety containing A ∪ B and A ∨Q B for the smallest quasivari-
ety. Note that if A is a quasivariety then its closure under homomorphic
images, H(A), is the variety generated by A .

Congruence classes play a double role in the context of Maltsev prod-
ucts: as elements of a quotient algebra and as (potential) subalgebras. It
may be helpful to use separate notations for the congruence class of an
element a modulo the congruence θ to distinguish these roles. We shall
write [a]θ when this congruence class is being treated as a subset, and
continue to write a/θ for the corresponding element of the quotient al-
gebra.
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01. Definition Let A and B be quasivarieties. The Maltsev product of A
and B is

A ◦ B = {R : (∃θ ∈ Con(R)) R/θ ∈ B and

(∀r ∈ R) [r]θ ∈ Sub(R) =⇒ [r]θ ∈ A }.

If A and B are subquasivarieties of the quasivariety C then we write
A ◦C B = (A ◦ B) ∩ C .

An algebra is called idempotent if every singleton subset is a subuni-
verse. A class of algebras is idempotent if every member algebra is idem-
potent. Observe that in an idempotent algebra every congruence class
[a]θ is a subalgebra. We summarize the basic properties of the Maltsev
product in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let A and B be quasivarieties.

1. If the similarity type is finite, or if B is idempotent, then A ◦ B is a quasiva-
riety. Moreover A ∨Q B ⊆ A ◦ B.

2. If A and B are idempotent then A ◦ B is idempotent.
3. If A and B are idempotent subvarieties of a congruence-permutable quasi-

variety C then A ◦C B is a variety.

In [7] Maltsev proved 1(3) under the assumption that C is polarized
rather than idempotent. However the proof is essentially the same in the
idempotent case. A proof of Theorem 1 is also provided in [1].

2 Congruence-permutability of the Maltsev Product

In [4, Example 2.1] Freese and McKenzie exhibit idempotent varieties B0
and B1, both of which are congruence-permutable, but their join, B0 ∨ B1,
fails to be congruence-permutable. It follows from Theorem 1(1) that B0 ◦
B1 can not be congruence-permutable. As we show in Theorem 2, this is
the only obstacle to permutability of the Maltsev product.

Theorem 2. Let A and B be idempotent varieties. If A ∨ B is congruence-
permutable, then so is A ◦ B.

Recall that a variety (in fact a quasivariety) is congruence-permutable
if and only if there is a ternary term q(x, y, z) (a Maltsev term) such that
the equations q(x, x, y) ≈ q(y, x, x) ≈ y hold. The proof of Theorem 2
hinges on the observation that if A ∨ B is congruence-permutable then
there is a single term q that simultaneously acts as a Maltsev term on A
and on B. A key role is played by the following result [5, Lemma 2.8] of
Kearnes and Tschantz.
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Lemma 1. Let W be an idempotent variety that is not congruence-permutable.
If F = FW (x, y) is the 2-generated free algebra in W , then F has subuniverses
U and V such that

1. x ∈ U, y ∈ V;
2. y /∈ U, x /∈ V, and
3. S = (U × F) ∪ (F×V) is a subuniverse of F× F.

Proof (Proof of Theorem 2). Let q be a Maltsev term for A ∨ B. Assume
A ◦ B is not congruence-permutable. We shall derive a contradiction. Let
W = H(A ◦ B). Since A and B are idempotent so is W . Certainly W is not
congruence-permutable so we can apply Lemma 1 to W .

So set F = FW (x, y). Let U and V be the subuniverses provided by the
lemma and S = (U × F) ∪ (F × V). Since F is free and W = H(A ◦ B),
we have F ∈ A ◦ B. Hence there is a congruence λ on F such that G =
F/λ ∈ B, X = [x]λ ∈ A and Y = [y]λ ∈ A . Of course x ∈ X and y ∈ Y.

Let a = (x, x), b = (x, y), c = (y, y), and d = (y, x). Note that a, b, c ∈
S while d /∈ S. We shall derive a contradiction by showing that, in fact,
d ∈ S.

Let d′ = qF2
(a, b, c) = (p1, p2). Then a, b, c ∈ S implies d′ ∈ S as well.

From the definition of S we must have either p1 ∈ U or p2 ∈ V. Without
loss of generality let us assume that

p2 ∈ V. (1)

Now from the definitions of a, b, c, and d′, we have p1 = qF(x, x, y). But
G = F/λ ∈ B and q is a Maltsev term for B, hence,

p1/λ = qG(x/λ, x/λ, y/λ) = y/λ,

i.e., p1 λ y. Thus
p1 ∈ Y. (2)

Similarly, p2/λ = qG(x/λ, y/λ, y/λ) = x/λ, so

p2 ∈ X. (3)

Now let e = (x, p2) ∈ U × F ⊆ S. Define e′ = qF2
(d′, e, a) = (p3, p4).

Then e′ is a member of S. As before, p3/λ = qG(p1/λ, x/λ, x/λ) =
p1/λ, so

p3 ∈ Y. (4)

From (3), p2, x ∈ X, hence p4 = qF(p2, p2, x) = qX(p2, p2, x) = x since q
is a Maltsev term for X ∈ A .
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Finally, let f1 = (y, p2) and f2 = (p3, p2). Then f1, f2 ∈ F × V ⊆ S
by (1). Therefore qF2

( f1, f2, e′) ∈ S. But

qF2
( f1, f2, e′) = ( qY(y, p3, p3), qX(p2, p2, x) ) = (y, x) = d

proving that d ∈ S. Contradiction. ut

Corollary 1. Let A and B be idempotent varieties and suppose that A ∨ B is
congruence-permutable. Then A ◦ B is variety.

Proof. Let C = A ◦ B. By Theorem 1(1), C is a quasivariety, and by Theo-
rem 2, it is congruence-permutable. Therefore A ◦ B = A ◦C B is a variety
by Theorem 1(3). ut

Corollary 2. Let A be an idempotent, congruence-permutable variety. Then
A ◦ A is congruence-permutable. Furthermore A ◦ A is a variety.

Unfortunately Theorem 2 does not provide a recipe for finding a Mal-
stev term for A ◦ B given the term for A ∨ B. We have managed this in
one case. Let Sq denote the variety of squags. This is the variety of binars
defined by the identities

x · x ≈ x, x · y ≈ y · x, x · (x · y) ≈ y.

This variety is obviously idempotent. It is congruence-permutable with
Maltsev term q(x, y, z) = y · (x · z). Therefore by Corollary 2, Sq ◦ Sq must
be a congruence-permutable variety. In [6] Li showed that a Maltsev term
for Sq ◦ Sq is p(x, y, z) = (x(z(xy))) · (z(x(zy))).

Problem 1. Find an equational base for Sq ◦ Sq . Is this variety finitely based?

While we have stated Theorem 2 for varieties it could just as easily
have been stated for quasivarieties.

Corollary 3. Let A and B be idempotent quasivarieties. If A ∨Q B is congruence-
permutable then A ◦ B is congruence-permutable.

Proof. Suppose that C = A ∨Q B is a congruence-permutable quasivari-
ety. Then W = H(C ) is a congruence-permutable variety. But it is easy
to check that W = H(A) ∨H(B). Therefore by Theorem 2, H(A) ◦H(B)
is congruence-permutable. Consequently A ◦ B ⊆ H(A) ◦ H(B) is con-
gruence-permutable as well. ut

Lemma 1 seems to be quite important in its own right. For example
we have the following very striking result. Let S2 denote the 2-element
semilattice.
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Theorem 3 (Kearnes). Let W be a variety of commutative, idempotent binars,
and assume that S2 /∈ W . Then W is congruence-permutable.

Proof. Assume to the contrary that W is not congruence-permutable. Let
U and V be the subuniverses of F promised by Lemma 1. We claim that
either U or V is an ideal of F. (U is an ideal means that u ∈ U and a ∈ F
implies ua, au ∈ U.) Suppose not. Then (because of commutativity) there
are u ∈ U, v ∈ V, a, b ∈ F such that ua /∈ U and bv /∈ V. But then

(u, b) · (a, v) = (ua, bv) /∈ (U × F) ∪ (F×V)

contradicting the assertion that S is a subuniverse.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that U is an

ideal of F. Then B = U ∪ {y} is a subuniverse of F and B has a congru-
ence θ with two blocks, namely U and {y}. Consequently S2 ∼= B/θ ∈
W , a contradiction. ut
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Abstract. Recent work has shown that randomizing algorithms
drawn from the methods of evolutionary computation can effi-
ciently find a term representing a given term operation on an idem-
primal groupoid provided the groupoid has two other properties:
NSR and AC. This work motivates a deeper study of these two
properties which prove to be worthy of investigation quite apart
from their application to these algorithms.

The Term Generation Problem (TGP) is the problem of finding a
term to represent an arbitrary finitary operation on a given finite alge-
bra in those cases where the given operation is in fact a term operation.
Natural targets for the TGP are primal algebras (for which all operations
are term operations) and idemprimal algebras (for which all idempotent-
preserving operations are term operations). A computationally efficient
method is given in [3] to decide if a finite algebra is primal by using the
Universal Algebra Calculator of [6]. This method leads to a simple recur-
sive solution to the TGP for primal algebras, but it was shown in [4] that
the recursions generally produce unfeasibly large terms.

There remains no deterministic solution to the TGP that will produce
human scale terms in human scale time. But the authors of [2], [4], [5]
and [9] have found a variety of randomizing algorithms to do this when
the algebra is a groupoid. They have shown that these algorithms, which
draw on methods of evolutionary computation, are highly efficient when
the given groupoid is both idemprimal (IPr) and term continuous (TC).

A finite groupoid G is term continuous if its term to term operation
function is continuous relative to certain appropriate metrics. This con-
cept was introduced in [2], where it was proven that a groupoid G is TC
provided that it has two other previously unidentified properties: it is
asymptotically complete (AC) and it has no subgroupoid with a separating re-
lation (NSR). Consequently the above cited randomizing algorithms will
efficiently solve the TGP for G if G has three properties:

IPr, NSR and AC.
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This note is not about algorithms to solve the TGP itself, but rather about
the properties of having NSR and being AC that have proven to be of in-
dependent interest. The significance of the facts that NSR and AC imply
TC and that IPr, NSR and AC imply that our randomizing algorithms
will efficiently solve the TGP depend on answers to two questions about
those properties.

(Q1) How can we tell if a groupoid has the property?
(Q2) How common is the property among all finite groupoids?

If we can effectively test for these properties and we find that the out-
comes are frequently positive, we will have a basis to conclude that the
above cited results are more significant.

For the property IPr, we have Murskıı̆’s theorem [7] saying that al-
most all finite groupoids are IPr, that is, the proportion of IPr groupoids
among n-element groupoids approaches one as n goes to infinity. (See [1],
Chapter 6, for an English translation.) This gives us an optimal answer
to Q2. But there is no known deterministic algorithm to decide if a finite
groupoid is IPr. However, as a partial answer to Q1, we now have a ran-
domizing method that can often confirm that a groupoid is IPr. First, the
groupoid can be efficiently checked to see that it has no non-trivial con-
gruences, automorphisms or proper subalgebras. According to [8] and
[10], it is then idemprimal if and only if it has a discriminator term. If it
is indeed IPr and happens to have NSR and be AC, then the algorithms
of [4] or [5] will produce a discriminator term – thereby confirming that
it is IPr. This observation suggests that we turn to asking questions Q1
and Q2 about NSR and AC.

A non-empty, irreflexive, symmetric binary relation σ on a finite
groupoid G is a separating relation if it is preserved by left and right
multiplication by elements of G, that is,

(a, b) ∈ σ =⇒ (ac, bc) ∈ σ and (ca, cb) ∈ σ

for all a, b, c ∈ G. We say G has no separating relations (NSR) if no sub-
groupoid of G has a separating relation. An efficient paper-and-pencil
test is given in [2] to determine whether or not G has a separating rela-
tion. We let ρ1 := {(a, a) | a ∈ G} and

ρn+1 := ρn ∪ {(a, b) ∈ G2 | (ac, bc) ∈ ρn or (ca, cb) ∈ ρn for some c ∈ G}.

It follows immediately by induction that, for all n, no element of ρn is in
a separating relation. Since ρn ⊆ ρn+1 for all n, there is an n for which
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ρn = ρn+1. If ρn = G2, then G has no separating relation. Otherwise,
it is easy to check that G2 \ ρn is a separating relation on G. Most peo-
ple who have applied this algorithm to a few randomly generated finite
groupoids have been led to the following unproven conjecture.

Conjecture 1. Almost all finite groupoids have NSR.

To define asymptotic completeness, let G be a finite groupoid, let a ∈
G, let k and H be positive integers, let d ∈ Gk and let Xk be the set
{x0, x1, . . . , xk−1} of k variables. Since the set of terms in variables Xk of
height at most H is finite, we can define βd,a(H) be the probability that a
term of height at most H in variables Xk will take value a at d. It is shown
in [2] that these probabilities can be calculated by recursion on H. As an
example of these calculations, consider the groupoid A in Figure 1.

∗ 0 1 2
0 2 1 2
1 1 0 0
2 0 0 1

Fig. 1. Finite groupoid A.

Taking k = 5 and d = (2, 0, 0, 1, 2), we used a spreadsheet to calculate
βd,a(H) with a = 0, 1, 2 for some sample choices of H to get the following
table.

H βd,0(H) βd,1(H) βd,2(H)

01 0.400000 0.200000 0.400000

05 0.407940 0.337173 0.254887

10 0.393967 0.339572 0.266462

20 0.397328 0.339094 0.263578

40 0.397935 0.339010 0.263055

66 0.397951 0.339007 0.263042

67 0.397950 0.339007 0.263042

68 0.397950 0.339007 0.263042

These and further calculations suggest a conjecture.

Conjecture 2. For the groupoid A and the input sequence d = (2, 0, 0, 1, 2),
the probability distributions (βd,0(H), βd,1(H), βd,2(H)) converge to a value
close to (0.397950, 0.339007, 0.263042).
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To date we have extensive experimental evidence of similar behaviors
for other finite groupoids, but proofs in only the most trivial cases. Not
all such experiments appear to lead to convergence to a stable value, but
those that do not appear to lead to some kind of stable oscillation.

Of course, if a ∈ G is not in the subgroupoid sg(d) generated by
the coordinates of d, then βd,a(H) will be zero for all H. In [2] a finite
groupoid was defined to be asymptotically complete (AC) if, for all pos-
itive integers k, all d ∈ Gk and all a ∈ sg(d), the sequence βd,a is eventu-
ally bounded away from zero. Even if we are willing to accept the conclu-
sions suggested by spreadsheet calculations of probability distributions,
we can only do tests for a finite number of values of k. This would not be
a problem if we could prove the following conjecture, also supported by
extensive experiments.

Conjecture 3. Let G be a finite groupoid and let k and k′ be positive integers.
Assume that d ∈ Gk, that d′ ∈ Gk′ and that sg(d) = sg(d′). If a ∈ G,
then βd,a is eventually bounded away from zero if and only if βd′,a is eventually
bounded away from zero.

If this conjecture were true, it would mean that we could answer Q1
for AC if we could reliably test one choice of d for each subgroupoid
of G. Thus a proof of Conjecture 3 might be a step toward an affirmative
answer to the following question.

Problem 4. Is AC a decidable property of finite groupoids?

While the evidence is nowhere nearly as compelling for AC as for
NSR, it is strong enough to state another conjecture.

Conjecture 5. Almost all finite groupoids are AC.

Conjectures 1 and 5 could have significant consequences. If they are both
true, then combining them with Murskıı̆’s theorem [7] would tell us that
almost all finite groupoids will efficiently yield terms under the algo-
rithms presented in [4] and [5].

We have given here but a few examples of interesting questions and
conjectures about finite groupoids that arise from our work on the Term
Generation Problem. For further open questions, see the final sections of
[4] and [5].
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Abstract. The problem of SH-approximation of a semigroup with
respect to the predicate of a possible belonging of an element to a
subsemigroup is considered. Several explicit conditions for SH-
approximation with respect to this predicate are presented. We
constructed a special semigroup acting the role of a minimal SH-
approximation of semigroup for many predicates. This semigroup
has neither identity nor additive identity. It contains an infinite
number of idempotents, and the presence of each idempotent is
mandatory.

Keywords: semigroup, approximation, mimimal approximation of semi-
group

1 Introduction

The common concept of approximation of algebraic system was given
in the research of Russian academician A. I. Mal’cev [6]. In this article,
Mal’cev showed a connection between the finitely approximation of an
algebraic system with respect to a given predicate and the problem of
solvability of this predicate in the system. The notion of a finitely approx-
imable semigroup is also mentioned. Some results about approximation
of a semigroup were proposed by A. I. Mal’cev in the article.

The problem of finding the minimal approximation and SH-approx-
imation of semigroups was proposed by professor M.M. Lesokhin. We
study the approximation and SH-approximation of semigroups with re-
spect to different predicates in semigroup theory, see [1]–[5]. For a given
class of semigroups, we introduce a method to find a minimal semigroup
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of approximation. The presence of an identity and a zero element are re-
quired for some predicates of approximation, especially the predicate of
membership of an element to a subsemigroup, which not only requires
the presence of an identity element, but also an external attached identity.
We create a special semigroup C∗, which acts as a minimal semigroup
of approximation for this predicate. The semigroup C∗ has not only no
identity, but also a zero element. It also contains an infinite number of
idempotents and the presence of every idempotent is mandatory.

2 Preliminaries

Definition 1. Let Q be the set of all prime numbers. Let Gp, p ∈ Q be the
quasi-cyclic group of the type p∞ with an identity ep and with an operation de-
noted by ⊕p. Put C∗ = ∪Gp, (p ∈ Q). Define in C∗ multiplication as follows.
∀ap, aq ∈ C∗

ap ∗ aq =


ap ⊕p aq, if p = q;
amax{p,q}, if p 6= q and max{p, q} > 3;
e5, if p 6= q and max{p, q} = 3.

Direct calculation shows that C∗ = (C∗, ∗) is a semigroup, a semilattice
of groups Gp, p ∈ Q.

Let A and B be two algebraic structures as the same type, Φ be the set
of all mappings between A and B, and P be a predicate defined on the
set that consists of A, all subsets δ(A) of A and all images of A and δ(A)
under the mappings from Φ.

Definition 2. An algebraic structure A is said to be approximable by map-
pings from Φ with respect to P, if for a pair of subsets A1, A2 from A such that
P(A1, A2) is false, there exists ϕ ∈ Φ such that P(ϕ(A1), ϕ(A2)) is also false.

Definition 3. An algebraic structure A is said to be SH-approximable by map-
pings from Φ with respect to P, if every image of any substructure of A under a
mapping from Φ is approximable with respect to this predicate.

Definition 4. An algebraic structure B is called a minimal SH-approximable
structure for a class K with respect to P, if the following three conditions hold:

(i) any structure A ∈ K is SH-approximable with respect to P by mappings
in B;

(ii) if a structure S is SH-approximable with respect to P by mappings in B,
then S ∈ K;
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(iii) if B1 is a proper substructure of B, then there exists a structure A ∈ K
such that A is not SH-approximable by mappings in B1 with respect to P.

In this article, the algebraic structures A is a semigroup and the struc-
ture B is the semigroup C∗; mappings between A and C∗ are homomor-
phisms.

3 A minimal semigroup of approximation

Lemma 1. If a semigroup A is approximable into C∗ by homomorphisms with
respect to the predicate of the possible belonging of an element to a monogenic
semigroup, then A is approximable by homomorphisms into C∗ with respect to
the predicate “equality of two elements.”

Proof. For simplicity, let us denote by P the predicate of the possible be-
longing of an element to a monogenic semigroup. Suppose that a, b ∈
A, a 6= b be two elements of A, and [a], [b] be two monogenic subsemi-
groups generated by a and b respectively. There exist three cases:

1. a 6∈ [b]. The semigroup A is approximable with respect to P. There
exists a homomorphism ϕ, such that ϕ(a) 6∈ ϕ([b]). It is clear that
ϕ(b) ∈ ϕ([b]). Hence ϕ(a) 6= ϕ(b). Consequently, A is approximable
with respect to the predicate of equality of two elements.

2. Similarly, we obtain a proof for the second case b 6∈ [a].
3. [a] = [b]. Because a 6= b, there are two natural numbers k 6= 1, l 6= 1,

such that a = bk and b = al . Then a = (al)k = am , hence [a] is a
finite cyclic subsemigroup. Since the index of a is 1, the monogenic
subsemigroup [a] is a group.

Because a, b ∈ [a] and a 6= b, ab−1 6= e, ab−1 6∈ [e], then there is a homo-
morphism ϕ into C∗, such that ϕ(ab−1) 6∈ ϕ([e]). However,

ϕ(a)(ϕ(b))−1 6= ϕ(e),

hence ϕ(a) 6= ϕ(b). Thus, the semigroup A is approximable with respect
to the predicate “equality of two elements.” ut

Lemma 2. Let B be the commutative semigroup of three idempotents, e1, e2,
and e3, such that e1 = e1e2 = e1e3 and e2e3 = e2. Then any commutative semi-
group A of idempotents is approximable by homomorphisms into B with respect
to the predicate of the possible belonging of an element to a subsemigroup.
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Proof. Let A′ be a subsemigroup of the semigroup A and e0 6∈ A′. Let us
denote by Je0 the set of all elements a ∈ A such that ae0 6= e0. We will
prove that Je0 is an ideal of A. First, we show that Je0 is a subsemigroup
of A. For any two elements a, b ∈ Je0 , by the definition of Je0 , we have
ae0 6= e0 and be0 6= e0. If ab 6∈ Je0 , then abe0 = e0 and from e0 = abe0
implies ae0 = aabe0 = abe0 = e0 ⇒ ae0 = e0. That contradicts a ∈ Je0 .
Assume that a ∈ A \ Je0 and b ∈ Je0 . It means that ae0 = e0 and be0 6= e0.
Then e0 = ae0 ⇒ be0 = abe0 ⇒ e0 6= be0 = abe0. Hence abe0 6= e0, so that
ab ∈ Je0 . We can make a conclusion that Je0 is an ideal of the semigroup
A. Suppose that A′ ⊆ Je0 . Because e0 /∈ Je0 , for a homomorphism ϕ :
A −→ B is defined by: ∀a ∈ A,

ϕ(a) =

{
e1, if a ∈ Je0 ;
e2, if a /∈ Je0 .

we obtain that ϕ(e0) /∈ ϕ(A′).
Now assume that A′ 6⊂ Je0 implies A′ ∩ (A \ Je0) = A′′ is a sub-

semigroup of A \ Je0 . Remember that e0 is an element of A \ Je0 and is a
zero element of A \ Je0 . Let us denote by A0 the maximal subsemigroup
in A \ Je0 , that contains A′′ and does not contain e0. This subsemigroup
exists, for example A′′. We will prove that (A \ Je0) \ A0 is an ideal of
A \ Je0 .

Assume that e′ ∈ A \ Je0 and e′ /∈ A0. Then [e′; A0] 6= A0. On the other
hand, A0 ⊂ [e′; A0]. It means that e0 ∈ [e′; A0], or equivalently, there is
an element e ∈ A0, satisfying the condition e0 = e′e. Suppose that a is
an arbitrary element of (A \ Je0) \ A0 and a′ is any element of A \ Je0 . As-
sume that aa′ /∈ (A \ Je0) \ A0. Then aa′ ∈ A0 and a /∈ A0, consequently,
there exists an element a′′ ∈ A0, such that e0 = aa′′. Consider the product
aa′a′′e0. We have aa′a′′e0 = aa′a′′(aa′′) = (aa′)a′′. Due to aa′ ∈ A0 and
a′′ ∈ A0, we have (aa′)a′′ ∈ A0. On the other hand aa′a′′ ∈ A \ Je0 and the
element e0 is a zero element of the semigroup A \ Je0 implies aa′a′′e0 = e0.
Thus, aa′a′′e0 = (aa′)a′′ ∈ A0 and aa′a′′e0 = e0 /∈ A0. This contradiction
gives us a reason for making a conclusion that (A \ Je0) \ A0 is an ideal of
A \ Je0 . Direct calculation shows that (A \ Je0) \ A0 is a simple ideal and
a mapping ψ from A to B that is defined in the following way: ∀a ∈ A,

ψ(a) =


e1, if a ∈ Je0 ;
e2, if a ∈ (A \ Je0) \ A0;
e3, if a ∈ A0.

is a homomorphism. In addition, ψ(e0) = e2. Because (A \ Je0) \ A0) ∩
A′ = ∅, ψ(e0) 6∈ ψ(A′). Finally, A is approximable by homomorphism
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into B with respect to the predicate of the possible belonging of an ele-
ment to a subsemigroup. ut

Theorem 1. Let K be the class of commutative, regular and periodic semi-
groups. The semigroup C∗ is a minimal SH-approximable semigroup for the
class K with respect to the predicate of the possible belonging of an element to a
subsemigroup.

Proof. 1. Let A be an element of K. Because A is a commutative, regular
and periodic semigroup, A = ∪Ae is a disjoint union of subgroups
Ae, where e belongs to a set of all idempotents E of the semigroup A.
Let a be an element of Ae0 ⊂ A and A1 be a subsemigroup of A.
Assume that a 6∈ A1. There exist two possible cases:
a. Ae0 ∩ A1 = ∅. Let us consider a mapping ψ from A to a set of

all Ae, that is defined by: ∀a ∈ Aea , ψ(a) = Aea . Direct calculation
shows that ψ(A) is a semilattice. Let’s denote this semilatice by J.
We have ψ(a) ∈ J, ψ(A1) ⊂ J and ψ(a) 6∈ ψ(A1). By the lemma
3.2, J is approximable by homomorphisms into a subsemigroup
T = {e5, e7, e11} and hence A is approximable into the semigroup
C∗.

b. Ae0 ∩ A1 = M 6= ∅. Since A1 is a subsemigroup and Ae0 is a peri-
odic subgroup, M is a subgroup, consequently e0 ∈ M (where e0 is
an identity of the subgroup Ae0 ). Since a 6∈ M, there exists a homo-
morphism ϕ0 from Ae0 into a subgroup Gp0 of the semigroup C∗,
such that

ϕ0(a) 6∈ ϕ0(M). (1)

This homomorphism can be extended to a homomorphism ψ0 of
the whole semigroup A into the semigroup Gp0 ∪ {eq}, where q >
p0 in the following way: ∀c ∈ A,

ψ0(c) =

{
eq, if c ∈ Aec , and ece0 6= e0;
ϕ0(ce0), if c ∈ Aec , and ece0 = e0.

We have to find a homomorphism from A into C∗ such that ϕ(a) 6∈
ϕ(A1). Assume that, for any homomorphism τ of the semigroup A
into C∗ we always have τ(a) ∈ τ(A1), accordingly ψ0(a) ∈ ψ0(A1)
and there is an element b ∈ A1 such that ψ0(b) = ψ0(a). Obviously
a 6= b. Since ψ0(a) = ϕ0(ae0) = ϕ0(a) 6= eq, ψ0(b) 6= eq. It follows
that ebe0 = e0, and hence be0 ∈ Ae0 . On the other hand b ∈ A1 and
e0 ∈ A1 imply be0 ∈ A1 and be0 ∈ M. Since ψ0(a) = ϕ0(ae0) =
ϕ0(a) and ψ0(a) = ψ0(b),ϕ0(a) = ψ0(b) = ϕ0(be0) ∈ ϕ0(M). It
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contradicts (1). Thus, there is a homomorphism from A into C∗ that
separates the image of the element a and the image of the subsemi-
group A1.

c. Suppose that A is approximable by homomorphisms from A into
the semigroup C∗. We have to show that A ∈ K, that is A is a
commutative, periodic and regular semigroup. Since A is approx-
imable with respect to the predicate of the possible belonging of an
element to a subsemigroup, then A is approximable with respect
to a predicate of the possible belonging of an element to a mono-
genic semigroup. By the lemma 3.1, the semigroup A is approx-
imable with respect to the predicate “equality of two elements.”
On the contrary, we suppose that the semigroup A is not commu-
tative. There exist two elements a and b of the semigroup, such
that ba 6= ab. Since A is approximable with respect to the predicate
“equality of two elements,” there is a homomorphism ϕ, such that
ϕ(ba) 6= ϕ(ab) or ϕ(b)ϕ(a) 6= ϕ(a)ϕ(b). The latter inequality does
not hold in the semigroup C∗. Thus, the semigroup A is commuta-
tive.

Assume that the semigroup A is not regular. There exists an element
a ∈ A, such that axa 6= a for any x ∈ A, hence a 6∈ Aa2. Because A is
approximable, there is a homomorphism ϕ, such that ϕ(a) 6∈ ϕ(Aa2).
Since Aa2 is a two-sided ideal of the semigroup A, ϕ(Aa2) is also a
two-sided ideal of ϕ(A). Assume that ϕ(a) ∈ Gp0 for some prime
number p0. Because ϕ(a3) ∈ Gp0 and ϕ(a3) ∈ ϕ(Aa2), Gp0 ∩ ϕ(Aa2) =
M 6= ∅. Obviously, the set M is a subgroup of Gp0 . Since ϕ(Aa2) is an
ideal of ϕ(A), M is an ideal of ϕ(A) ∩ Gp0 . We have ϕ(A) ∩ Gp0 is a
subgroup of Gp0 , therefore M = ϕ(Aa2) ∩ Gp0 = ϕ(A) ∩ Gp0 . Since
ϕ(a) ∈ ϕ(A) ∩ Gp0 , ϕ(a) ∈ ϕ(Aa2) ∩ Gp0 , ϕ(a) ∈ ϕ(Aa2) which is
impossible.
Thus, the semigroup A is commutative and regular. By this reason, A
is a disjoint union of subgroups A = ∪Ae. We show that A is periodic.
On the contrary, we suppose that A is not periodic. Consequently,
there exists an element a ∈ A, such that [a] is an infinite subsemi-
group. Then there exists an idempotent e0 ∈ E such that a ∈ Ae0 and
[a] ⊆ Ae0 . Since the semigroup A is regular, Ae0 is a group. Hence the
element a has an inverse a−1. If a−1 ∈ [a], then there is a natural num-
ber m such that a−1 = am, hence a−1a = am+1 and am+1 = e. It means
that [a] is a finite subsemigroup. We have found a contradiction. Thus
a−1 6∈ [a]. Because A is approximable, there exists a homomorphism
ϕ from A into C∗ such that ϕ(a−1) 6∈ ϕ([a]). Since ϕ(a−1) is an inverse
of ϕ(a), the set ϕ([a]) is a subgroup of C∗, so ϕ(a−1) ∈ ϕ(A). We have
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found a contradiction. Finally, the semigroup A is a commutative, pe-
riodic and regular semigroup.

2. Let C∗1 be a proper subsemigroup of C∗. There are two possible cases:
a. The subsemigroup C∗1 does not contain all idempotents of the semi-

group C∗. There exists a prime number p, such that ep 6∈ C∗1 .
Hence Gp 6⊂ C∗1 . We select a cyclic group H with an order p and
an identity 1H . Obviously, H ∈ K. For any homomorphism ϕ from
H into C∗1 and for any element g ∈ H, we have 1C∗1

= ϕ(1H) =

ϕ(gp) = (ϕ(g))p. Since all elements (except idempotents) of the
subsemigroup C∗1 have orders that are different from p, for any el-
ement g ∈ H, ϕ(g) is an idempotent and ϕ(H) is a group that
contains only one element. In this case, the semigroup H is not ap-
proximable into C∗1 with respect to the predicate of the possible
belonging of an element to a subsemigroup.

b. The subsemigroup C∗1 contains all idempotents of the semigroup
C∗. There exists an element c ∈ C∗ and c 6∈ C∗1 . Assume that the
order of the element c is pk for some prime number p and natu-
ral number k. Let us consider the semigroup A = Gp. Obviously,
A ∈ K. Let A1 be a proper subgroup of A and |A1| < pk, let a be
an element of A and |a| = pk. Clearly, a 6∈ A1 and for any homo-
morphism ϕ from A to C∗1 , we obtain |ϕ(A)| < pk. It means that
ϕ(a) ∈ ϕ(A1), thus A is not approximable by homomorphisms
into C∗.

The theorem 3.3 has been completely proved. ut
Within the framework of this report, we only present the proof of

the result for the predicate of the possible belonging of an element to a
subsemigroup. Apart from the above result, we also have found the nec-
essary and sufficient conditions with respect to Greens relations, such
as ` - equivalency, D-equivalence and H-equivalence and other predi-
cates such as the equality of elements, the belonging of an element to
a monogenic subsemigroup, the belonging of an element to a maximal
subgroup, the belonging of an element to a subgroup and so on. For di-
versity, we add two more results in this article without proof.

Theorem 2. A semigroup A is approximable by homomorphisms from Φ with
respect to Green relation `-equivalency if and only if the semigroup A can be
embedded into a semilattice of left simple semigroups.

Theorem 3. Let K1 be the class of commutative, separative and periodic semi-
groups. The semigroup C∗ is a minimum approximable semigroup for the class
K1 with respect to the predicate of the possible belonging of an element to a
monogenic subsemigroup.
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4 Conclusion

The approximation of semigroups consists of three components. The first
component is a set of algebraic structures such as groups, finite groups,
semigroups, compact semigroups, fields, etc. The second component is a
set of predicates and the last one is the set of functions such as homomor-
phisms, continuous characters, continuous bi-characters, etc. Changing
one of these components give us a new research direction.

Finding a minimal semigroup of approximation appears naturally.
When we study approximation by homomorphisms into B, we would
like to find the smallest subsemigroup B1 of the semigroup B such that
A is approximable by homomorphisms into B1.
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Abstract. We employ the theory of canonical extensions to study
residuation algebras whose associated relational structures are func-
tional, i.e., for which the ternary relations associated to the ex-
panded operations admit an interpretation as (possibly partial)
functions. Providing a partial answer to a question of Gehrke, we
demonstrate that no universal first-order sentence in the language
of residuation algebras is equivalent to the functionality of the as-
sociated relational structures.

1 Introduction

In the context of a research program aimed at establishing systematic
connections between the foundations of automata theory in computer
science and duality theory in logic, in [3], Gehrke specializes extended
Stone and Priestley dualities in the tradition of [5] so as to capture topo-
logical algebras3 as dual spaces. Specifically, topological algebras based on
Stone spaces are characterized as those relational Stone spaces, as in [5],
in which the (n + 1)-ary relations dually corresponding to n-ary opera-
tions on Boolean algebras are functional, and an analogous result is ob-
tained for topological algebras based on Priestley spaces. In particular,
focusing the presentation on residuation algebras (see Definition 1), the
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3For any algebraic similarity type τ, a topological algebra of type τ is an al-

gebra of type τ in the category of topological spaces, i.e. it is a topological space
endowed with continuous operations for each f ∈ τ.
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additional operations on distributive lattices are characterized for which
the dual relations are functional (see [3, Proposition 3.16]). These results
are formulated and proved without explicit reference to the theory of
canonical extensions.

This note is motivated by a question raised in [3, end of Section 3.2],
viz. whether the conditions of the statement of [3, Proposition 3.16] are
equivalent to a first-order property of residuation algebras. To address
this question, we have recast some of the notions and facts pertaining to
residuation algebras in the language and theory of canonical extensions,
which allows for these facts to be reformulated independently of specific
duality-theoretic representations. Our contributions are as follows.

Firstly, we obtain a more modular and transparent understanding of
how the validity of the inequality a\(b ∨ c) ≤ (a\b) ∨ (a\c) forces the
functionality of the dual relation.4 In each setting (Boolean, distributive),
the validity of this inequality forces the product of join-irreducible ele-
ments (which is a closed element, by the general theory of π-extensions
of normal dual operators) to be either ⊥ or finitely join prime (cf. Propo-
sition 1). Moreover, prime closed elements of the canonical extension of
a general lattice expansion are completely join-irreducible (see Lemma
2). The functionality of the dual relation is obtained as a consequence of
these two facts, of which only the first depends on the validity of the
inequality above.

Secondly, we provide a partial answer to the initial question. Specif-
ically, functionality cannot be captured by any equational condition or
quasiequational condition, since there is no first-order universal sentence
in the language of residuation algebras (or even residuated lattices) that
is equivalent to functionality (see Example 1).

Thirdly and finally, we articulate a version of [3, Proposition 3.16]—
reformulated in a purely algebraic fashion—in which one of the equiva-
lent conditions in the statement is made weaker, and the corresponding
part of the proof is simplified and rectified (see Proposition 2).

2 Residuation algebras and their canonical extensions

Definition 1. (cf. [3], Definition 3.14) A residuation algebra is a structure
A = (A, \, /) such that A is a bounded distributive lattice, \ and / are binary

4Note that (a\b)∨ (a\c) ≤ a\(b∨ c) holds in every residuation algebra by the
monotonicity of \ in its second coordinate, and hence a\(b ∨ c) ≤ (a\b) ∨ (a\c)
is equivalent to a\(b ∨ c) = (a\b) ∨ (a\c).
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operations on A such that \ (resp. /) preserves finite (hence also empty) meets
in its second (resp. first) coordinate, and for all a, b, c ∈ A,

b ≤ a\c iff a ≤ c/b.

The canonical extension of A as above is the algebra Aδ = (Aδ, \π , /π) such
that Aδ is the canonical extension of A (see [4, Definition 2.5]), and \π and /π

are the π-extensions of \ and /, respectively (see [4, Definition 4.1]).

The residuation condition of the definition above implies that \ (resp. /)
converts finite (hence empty) joins in its first (resp. second) coordinate
into meets. Together with the meet-preservation properties mentioned
in the definition above, this implies (see [4, Lemma 4.6]) that \π and /
π preserve arbitrary meets in their order-preserving coordinates and re-
verse arbitrary joins in their order-reversing coordinates. Since Aδ is a
complete lattice, this implies that an operation · : Aδ × Aδ → Aδ exists
which is completely join-preserving in each coordinate and such that for
all u, v, w ∈ Aδ,

v ≤ u\πw iff u · v ≤ w iff u ≤ w/πv.

Hence, Aδ is a complete residuation algebra endowed with the structure
of a complete lattice-ordered residuated groupoid. Moreover, · restricts
to the elements of the meet-closure5 of A in Aδ, denoted K(Aδ) (see [1,
Lemma 10.3.1]).

Definition 2. For any residuation algebra A as above, its associated relational
dual structure Aδ

+ := (J∞(Aδ),≥, R) is based on the set J∞(Aδ) of the com-
pletely join-irreducible elements6 of Aδ with the converse order inherited from
Aδ, and endowed with the ternary relation R on J∞(Aδ) defined for x, y, z ∈
J∞(Aδ) by

R(x, y, z) iff x ≤ y · z.

Such an R is functional if y · z ∈ J∞(Aδ) ∪ {⊥} for all y, z ∈ J∞(Aδ), in
which case we also say that Aδ

+ is functional, and is functional and defined
everywhere if y · z ∈ J∞(Aδ) for all y, z ∈ J∞(Aδ). In this case, we say that
Aδ

+ is total.7

5The join-closure of A in Aδ is denoted O(Aδ).
6x ∈ Aδ is completely join-irreducible if x =

∨
S implies x ∈ S for any S ⊆

Aδ. If A is distributive, Aδ is completely distributive and hence completely join-
irreducible elements are completely join-prime, i.e. for any S ⊆ Aδ, if x ≤ ∨ S then
x ≤ s for some s ∈ S.

7Notice that functional relations as defined in [3, Definition 3.1] correspond
to relations which are functional and defined everywhere in the present paper.
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Group relation algebras, full relation algebras over a given set, and semi-
linear residuated lattices give examples of residuation algebras whose
dual structures are functional.

Notice that by allowing the possibility that y · z = ⊥, we are allow-
ing the set R−1[y, z] := {x | R(x, y, z)} to be empty for some y, z ∈
J∞(Aδ). We emphasize that it is not uncommon that y · z = ⊥ for y, z ∈
J∞(Aδ). For instance, in any finite Boolean algebra, where \ and / co-
incide with the Boolean implication and · coincides with ∧, the product
of two distinct join-irreducible elements is ⊥. Examples of algebras in
which the product of join-irreducibles may be ⊥ are also found among
MV-algebras and Sugihara monoids. A residuation algebra A as above
has no zero-divisors if x · y 6= ⊥ for all x, y ∈ J∞(Aδ).

The next two lemmas give a useful connection between the duality-
theoretic perspective of [3] and the setting of canonical extensions. Specif-
ically, they capture in a purely algebraic fashion one key property of
prime filters of general lattices, namely that each prime filter induces a
maximal filter/ideal pair, given by itself and its complement. This fact
underlies why primeness implies join-irreducibility.

Lemma 1. For any lattice L, if k ∈ K(Lδ) is finitely prime8 and o =
∨{b ∈

L | b 6≥ k}, then k 6≤ o.

Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose that
∧{a ∈ L : k ≤ a} = k ≤ o.

Then by compactness, there exist finite sets A ⊆ {a ∈ L : k ≤ a} and
B ⊆ {b ∈ L : b 6≥ k} such that

a′ =
∧

A ≤
∨

B = b′

Then a′ ≥ k, and b′ 6≥ k (for if not, then by the primeness of k we would
have b ≥ k for some b ∈ B, a contradiction). But then k ≤ a′ ≤ b′, so
k ≤ b′, a contradiction. This settles the lemma. ut

Lemma 2. For any lattice L, if k ∈ K(Lδ) is finitely prime, then k ∈ J∞(Lδ).

Proof. By denseness it is enough to show that if k =
∨

S for S ⊆ K(Lδ),
then k = s for some s ∈ S. Let o =

∨{a ∈ L | a 6≥ k}, and, toward
a contradiction, assume that s < k for all s ∈ S. The assumption that
S ⊆ K(Lδ) implies that for each s ∈ S,

s =
∧
{a ∈ L | a ≥ s},

8u ∈ Lδ is finitely prime if u 6= ⊥ and for all v, w ∈ Lδ, if u ≤ v ∨ w then u ≤ v
or u ≤ w.
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whence for all s ∈ S there exists as ∈ L such that as ≥ s and as 6≥ k.
Hence, as ≤ o =

∨{a ∈ L | a 6≥ k} for each s ∈ S, and so
∨{as | s ∈ S} ≤

o. Therefore,
o ≥

∨
{as | s ∈ S} ≥

∨
S = k,

which contradicts Lemma 1, proving the claim. ut

While the lemmas above hold for general lattices, the next proposition
makes use of residuation algebras being based on distributive lattices.

Proposition 1. For any residuation algebra A, if A |= a\(b ∨ c) ≤ (a\b) ∨
(a\c), then the dual structure Aδ

+ is functional.

Proof. The inequality a\(b ∨ c) ≤ (a\b) ∨ (a\c) is Sahlqvist (see [1, Defi-
nition 3.5]), and hence canonical (see [1, Theorems 7.1 and 8.8]). That is,
the assumption that A |= a\(b ∨ c) ≤ (a\b) ∨ (a\c) implies that Aδ |=
a\(b ∨ c) ≤ (a\b) ∨ (a\c). Our aim is to show that for all x, y ∈ J∞(Aδ),
if x · y 6= ⊥ then x · y ∈ J∞(Aδ). From x, y ∈ J∞(Aδ) ⊆ K(Aδ), it follows
that x · y ∈ K(Aδ) (see discussion after Definition 1). Hence, by Lemma 2
it is enough to show that x · y is finitely prime. Suppose that x · y ≤ ∨

S
for a finite subset S ⊆ Aδ. By residuation, y ≤ x\π ∨ S ≤ ∨{x\πs | s ∈
S} (here we are using Aδ |= a\(b∨ c) ≤ (a\b)∨ (a\c)). By the primeness
of y (here we are using distributivity), this implies that y ≤ x\s for some
s ∈ S, i.e., x · y ≤ s for some s ∈ S, which concludes the proof. ut

The situation in which the dual relation is functional and defined ev-
erywhere is captured by the following corollary, which is an immediate
consequence of the proposition above.

Corollary 1. For any residuation algebra A, if A has no zero-divisors and
A |= a\(b ∨ c) ≤ (a\b) ∨ (a\c), then Aδ

+ is total (see Definition 2).

Although the inequality a\(b ∨ c) ≤ (a\b) ∨ (a\b) forces the func-
tionality of Aδ

+, we observe that neither this nor any other equational
condition may characterize functionality. Indeed, there is no first-order
universal sentence in the language of residuation algebras that is equiv-
alent to functionality, as the following example demonstrates.

Example 1. Consider the group Z3 and its complex algebra, i.e., the alge-
bra A = (P(Z3),∩,∪, ·, \, /, {0}), where for A, B ∈ P(Z),

A · B = {a + b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B},

A\B = {c | A · {c} ⊆ B},
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A/B = {c | {c} · B ⊆ A}.

The algebra A is a finite residuation algebra (indeed, a residuated lat-
tice), hence Aδ = A. Moreover, {n} · {m} = {n + m} for all n, m ∈ Z3
implies that the ternary relation R on J∞(P(Z3)) arising from · is func-
tional and defined everywhere, hence Aδ

+ is functional, and even to-
tal. However, {∅, {0}, {1, 2}, Z3} is the universe of a subalgebra of A

in both the language of residuated lattices and residuation algebras in
which the product of join-irreducible elements may be neither ⊥ nor
join-irreducible: for instance, {1, 2} · {1, 2} = Z3 is not join-irreducible.
Because the satisfaction of universal first-order sentences is inherited by
subalgebras, this shows that no universal first-property in the language
of residuated lattices (much less residuation algebras) may characterize
the functionality of Aδ

+.

3 Characterizing functionality

The following proposition emends [3, Proposition 3.16]. Items (2) and (3)
amount to equivalent reformulations of the corresponding items in the
setting of canonical extensions. Item (1) is weaker than the correspond-
ing item in [3, Proposition 3.16], and does not stipulate that the opera-
tion · gives rise to a functional relation defined everywhere (see Defini-
tion 2). The proof of (1)⇒(2) is essentially the same as the corresponding
proof in [3, Proposition 3.16]; we observe that it goes through also under
this relaxed assumption. The proof of (3)⇒(1) is simpler than the cor-
responding proof in [3, Proposition 3.16], and is where the emendation
takes place.

Proposition 2. The following conditions are equivalent for any residuation al-
gebra A = (L, \, /):

1. The relational structure Aδ
+ is functional (see Definition 2).

2. ∀a, b, c ∈ A, ∀x ∈ J∞(Aδ) [x ≤ a ⇒ ∃a′[a′ ∈ A and x ≤ a′ and
a\(b ∨ c) ≤ (a′\b) ∨ (a′\c)]].

3. For all x ∈ J∞(Aδ), the map x\π( ) : O(Aδ)→ O(Aδ) is ∨-preserving.

Proof. (1)⇒(2): Let a, b, c ∈ A, and x ∈ J∞(Aδ) such that x ≤ a. We need
to find some a′ ∈ A such that x ≤ a′ and a\(b ∨ c) ≤ (a′\b) ∨ (a′\c).
If y ∈ J∞(Aδ) and y ≤ a\(b ∨ c) i.e. a · y ≤ b ∨ c, then x · y ≤ b ∨ c.
By assumption (1) and because in distributive lattices x, y ∈ J∞(Aδ) are
prime, this implies that x · y ≤ b or x · y ≤ c, both in the case in which
x · y = ⊥ and in case x · y 6= ⊥. This can be equivalently rewritten as
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y ≤ x\πb =
∨{a\b | a ∈ A and x ≤ a} or y ≤ x\πc =

∨{a\c | a ∈
A and x ≤ a}. Since y ∈ J∞(A), this implies that y ≤ ay\b or y ≤ ay\c
for some ay ∈ A such that x ≤ ay, which implies that y ≤ (ay\b)∨ (ay\c).
Hence, given that ay ∈ A and x ≤ ay for all such ay,

a\(b ∨ c) =
∨
{y ∈ J∞(A) | y ≤ a\(b ∨ c)}

≤
∨
{(a\b) ∨ (a\c) | a ∈ A and x ≤ a}.

Hence, by compactness, and the antitonicity of \ in the first coordinate,

a\(b ∨ c) ≤
∨
{(ai\b) ∨ (ai\c) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ≤ (a′\b) ∨ (a′\c)

where a′ :=
∧n

i=1 ai ∈ A and x ≤ a′, as required.
(2)⇒(3): Let x ∈ J∞(Aδ) and o1, o2 ∈ O(Aδ). We need to prove that

x\π(o1 ∨ o2) ≤ (x\πo2) ∨ (x\πo2). (1)

By definition of \π ,

x\π(o1 ∨ o2) =
∨
{a\d | a, d ∈ A and x ≤ a and d ≤ o1 ∨ o2}

x\πo1 =
∨
{a′\b | a′, b ∈ A and x ≤ a′ and b ≤ o1}

x\πo2 =
∨
{a′\c | a′, c ∈ A and x ≤ a′ and c ≤ o2}

Thus, to prove (1) it is enough to show that, for all a, d ∈ A such that
x ≤ a and d ≤ o1 ∨ o2, some a′, b, c ∈ A exist such that x ≤ a′, b ≤ o1,
c ≤ o2 and a\d ≤ (a′\b) ∨ (a′\c). From d ≤ o1 ∨ o2 =

∨{b ∈ A | b ≤
o1} ∨

∨{c ∈ A | c ≤ o2} we get by compactness that d ≤ b ∨ c for
some b, c ∈ A such that b ≤ o1 and c ≤ o2. Then, by assumption (2),
a\d ≤ a\(b ∨ c) ≤ (a′\b) ∨ (a′\c) for some a′ ∈ A such that x ≤ a′, as
required.

(3)⇒(1): Let x, y ∈ J∞(Aδ). Then x · y ∈ K(Aδ) because of gen-
eral facts about canonical extensions of maps. Hence, by Lemma 2, it
is enough to show that, for all u, v ∈ Aδ, if x · y 6= ⊥ and x · y ≤ u ∨ v
then x · y ≤ u or x · y ≤ v. By denseness, it is enough to prove the claim
for u, v ∈ O(Aδ), and by compactness, it is enough to prove the claim for
u = b ∈ A and v = c ∈ A. The assumption x · y ≤ b ∨ c can be equiv-
alently rewritten as y ≤ x\π(b ∨ c) = (x\πb) ∨ (x\πc), the equality due
to assumption (3). The primeness of y yields y ≤ x\πb or y ≤ x\πc,
i.e. x · y ≤ b or x · y ≤ c, as required. ut
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4 Conclusion

The class of residuation algebras with functional duals is not a universal
class (much less a variety) according to Example 1, but it remains open
whether the property of having a functional dual may be expressed by
a first-order condition in the language of residuation algebras. We pose
three other questions that are implicated by the foregoing analysis. First,
what is the variety generated by the class of residuation algebras with
functional duals, and (in particular) do the residuation algebras with
functional duals generate the variety of all residuation algebras? Sec-
ond, can the treatment given in this note be extended to residuated al-
gebraic structures with non-distributive lattice reducts? Third, given that
the canonicity of Sahlqvist inequalities is key to this result, and given that
the core inequality expresses the additivity of a right residual map in its
order-preserving coordinates, can we extend this result to signatures of
additive or multiplicative connectives on the basis of the (constructive)
canonicity theory for normal and regular connectives developed in [2]?
We do not presently know the answer to these questions, but their res-
olution would deepen our understanding of functionality and promise
interesting applications.
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The talk is intended to present latest achievements in searching struc-
tural algebraic conditions a finite algebra A has to satisfy in order to have
a polynomial time algorithm that decides if an equation s(x1, . . . , xn) =
t(x1, . . . , xn), where s, t are polynomials over A, has a solution in A. We
will denote this computational problem by POLSAT(A).

Note that solving equations (or systems of equations) is one of the
oldest and well known mathematical problems which for centuries was
the driving force of research in algebra. Let us only mention Galois the-
ory, Gaussian elimination or Diophantine Equations. In fact, for A being
the ring of integers this is the famous 10th Hilbert Problem on Diophan-
tine Equations, which has been shown to be undecidable [15]. In finite
realms such problems are obviously decidable in nondeterministic poly-
nomial time.

The decision version of solving systems of equations (denoted by
SYSPOLSAT) is strictly connected with Constraint Satisfaction Problem
for relational structures. In [16] it has been observed that SYSPOLSAT

has the same expressive power as CSP, i.e.:

– for every finite relational structure D there is a finite algebra A[D]
such that the problem CSP(D) is polynomially equivalent to
SYSPOLSAT(A[D]),

– for every finite algebra A there exists a relational structure D[A] such
that the problems SYSPOLSAT(A) and CSP(D[A]) are polynomially
equivalent.

Due to this bisimulation of SYSPOLSAT and CSP and the recent
dichotomy results for CSP [2,18] one can translate the beautiful split-
ting conditions into the language of SYSPOLSAT. Unfortunately such a
bisimulation between POLSAT and CSP is not known. All we do know
is that

– for every finite relational structure D there is a finite algebra A[D]
such that the problem CSP(D) is polynomially equivalent to
POLSAT(A[D]).
∗The project is partially supported by Polish NCN Grant # 2014/14/A/ST6/00138.
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Therefore the search for a characterization of finite algebras with tractable
POLSAT seems to be challenging. Nevertheless there are numerous re-
sults related to problems connected with solving equations or systems
of equations over specific finite algebras. Most of them concerns well
known algebraic structures as groups [3,5,8,9] rings [7,4] or lattices [17]
but there are also some more general results [1,16].

A study of equation satisfiability for groups has shown [6,9] that for
the group S3 the problem has a polynomial time solution in the pure
group language, while it is NP-complete after endowing S3 with a couple
of its polynomial operations. A similar phenomena occurs for the group
A4 which is also tractable in pure group language while, after adding
binary commutator operation becomes NP-complete [11].

Note that restricting the language of an algebra may result in an arti-
ficial exponential inflation of the size of input (i.e. length of an equation).
Indeed the short terms tn(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = [. . . [[x1, x2], x3] . . . xn], ex-
pressed in the pure group language of (·, −1) have an exponential size in
n, as the number of occurrences of variables doubles whenever we pass
from n to n + 1. Such kind of phenomena do not occur in SYSPOLSAT,
as every polynomial equation s(x) = t(x) can be replaced by a system
of equations of the form y = f(x1, . . . , xk), where f is one of the basic
operations. For example for the above term tn one can use the following
representation

t2 = x−1
1 x−1

2 x1x2

t3 = t−1
2 x−1

3 t2x3

...

tn = t−1
n−1x−1

n tn−1xn,

in which t2, . . . , tn are treated as variables.
In case of POLSAT the sensitivity to the choice of basic operations

leads to a fundamental question how to measure the size of the input for
algorithms. Such a measure should not depend on how the clone of op-
erations is presented. This independence is crucial for structural condi-
tions that characterize algebras with fast POLSAT algorithms. Originally
the size of a term/polynomial is its length which obviously corresponds
to the size of its presentation by a syntax tree. This tree can be treated as
a circuit in which each gate is used as an input to at most one other gate.
However a term can be presented by a circuit with much more compact
representation than trees. For example the terms (and therefore the corre-
sponding syntax trees) tn(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = [. . . [[x1, x2], x3] . . . xn], when
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presented in pure group language have exponential size, while they can
be presented by circuits with 6n− 5 vertices as can be seen from Figure
1.

x1 x2

x3

xn

t3

tn-1

tn

x1x2x1
-1

x2
-1

t2
-1

t2

x3
-1

tn-1xntn-1
-1

xn
-1

x1
-1
x2
-1

t2
-1
x3
-1

tn-1
-1
xn
-1

x3t2

Fig. 1.

The approach by circuits proved itself to be very fruitful in our paper
[13]. This paper contains an almost complete characterization of finite
algebras A (of finite type) from congruence modular varieties with poly-
nomial time algorithm for the following problem:

CSAT(A)
given a circuit over A with two output gates g1, g2 is there a valu-
ation of input gates x = (x1, . . . , xn) that gives the same output on
g1, g2, i.e. g1(x) = g2(x).

First note that representing a polynomial by its corresponding circuit and
looking at the size of this circuit (instead of the syntactic length of the
polynomial) allows us to harmlessly expand the original language of the
algebra A by finitely many of its polynomials. In fact in our intractabil-
ity proofs we usually expand the language of the original algebra A by
finitely many polynomials of A. This allows us to code NP-complete
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problems more smoothly. Note that the possibility of such expansions
shows that the required characterizations for CSAT can be done up to
polynomial equivalence of algebras.

Actually the problem CSAT for groups had been already considered
in [10] where the following characterization was obtained.

Example 1. Let A be a finite group. Then CSAT(A) is in P, whenever A is
nilpotent [5] and NP-complete otherwise [5,10].

On the other hand the characterization of finite groups with tractable
POLSAT is still far from being done. However from the existing results
for POLSAT the following dichotomies can be inferred for two other clas-
sical algebraic structures.

Example 2. Let A be a finite ring. Then CSAT(A) is in P, whenever A is
nilpotent [7] and NP-complete otherwise [4].

Example 3. Let A be a finite lattice. Then CSAT(A) ∈ P if A is distributive
and NP-complete otherwise [17].

Encouraged by the structural conditions in the above examples we
started a systematical study of CSAT in universal algebraic setting. Some
results of this study, first presented in [13], are stated in the following
theorem.

Theorem 1. Let A be a finite algebra from a congruence modular variety.

1. If A has no quotient A′ with CSAT(A′) being NP-complete then A is iso-
morphic to a direct product N×D, where N is a nilpotent algebra and D
is a subdirect product of 2-element algebras each of which is polynomially
equivalent to the 2-element lattice.

2. If A decomposes into a direct product N×D, where N is a supernilpotent
algebra and D is a subdirect product of 2-element algebras each of which is
polynomially equivalent to the 2-element lattice, then for every quotient A′

of A the problem CSAT(A′) is solvable in polynomial time.

The nice structure obtained in (1) shows that the nilpotency and distribu-
tivity (mentioned in Examples 1-3) form a paradigm of algebras with
tractable CSAT. This structure is enforced by several couples of interpre-
tations of NP-complete problems. These interpretations make heavy use
of tame congruence theory and modular commutator theory.

On the other hand the tractability proofs for both factors mentioned
in (2) rely on showing that if an equation has a solution then it must have
one among relatively small set S of tuples (although there may exist some
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other solutions outside the set S). It seems that all known polynomial
time algorithms for CSAT fall into this scheme.

As we have observed in [13] our proofs of tractability for both factors
in (2) show that set S depends only on the number of variables occurring
in the equation but not on the structure/syntax of the equation. Now, to
decide the existence of solution the algorithms evaluate the polynomials
on tuples from this small set S. It seems however that in the nilpotent but
not supernilpotent setting there is no chance for a polynomial time algo-
rithm for CSAT based on this kind of ideas. In fact our results contained
in [12] confirm this claim. The tools developed there allow us to show
the following theorem.

Theorem 2. If P 6= NP then for some nilpotent (but not supernilpotent) alge-
bras A there is no polynomial time algorithm which solves CSAT(A) by reduc-
ing to the search space S depending only on the number of variables.

Nevertheless both [12] and [14] contain examples of nilpotent but not
supernilpotent algebras with tractable CSAT. These algorithms require a
deep understanding of structure of circuits and syntax of the correspond-
ing terms.

One of the features used to prove Theorem 2 has been based on ex-
tending satisfiability problems to algebras with infinitely many opera-
tions. However leaving the safe realm, in which only finitely many ba-
sic operations are allowed, results in several fundamental problems. To
start with, note that presenting an equation s(x) = t(x) we need to
identify the basic operations that occur in s or t. In fact, even the de-
cidability of such redefined CSAT is not clear. One way to overcome
this is to have an algebra A = (A; f0, f1, . . .) encoded by a Turing ma-
chine TMA which given the (k-ary) operation fm and a1, . . . , ak ∈ A re-
turns TMA(m, a1, . . . , ak) = fm(a1, . . . , ak). Such approach puts extended
CSAT(A) into NP whenever TMA works in polynomial time. But it can
be applied only to algebras with recursively enumerable set of funda-
mental operations.

The other way is to present an instance s(x) = t(x) of the problem
together with the descriptions of all fundamental operations that occur
in s or t. Again such description may be done twofold:

– by presenting the tables of the occurring basic operations, or
– by (polynomial time) algorithms TMf which compute the values

f(a1, . . . , ak).

It may seem that presenting operations by tables is more natural as in
many cases the complexity of such extended CSAT coincides with the
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complexity of its original (finite) version whenever the clone of an alge-
bra is finitely generated. On the other hand presenting the tables can
again be treated as an artificial inflation of the input size. Indeed, in
[12] we have examples of nilpotent algebras with polynomial time CSAT

when operations are presented by tables and NP-complete CSAT with
TM f -style presentation. In fact Theorem 2 relies on such examples.

One gap in the characterization provided by Theorem 1 requires a
better understanding of nilpotent but not supernilpotent algebras. This
includes nilpotent algebras in infinite language. The other one is our as-
sumption about homomorphic images. This one seems even more diffi-
cult to be filled. One reason for this difficulty is that nice structure condi-
tions expected in required characterizations are usually preserved when
passing to quotient algebras. The other reason is provided by the follow-
ing fact [13].

Proposition 1. There is a finite algebra A with a congruence α such that
CSAT(A) is in P while CSAT(A/ff) is NP-complete.

The algebras used to justify Fact 1 do not generate congruence modular
varieties. Therefore there still is a chance that the following question has
a positive answer.

Problem. Is it true that NP-completeness of CSAT for some quotient of a
finite algebra A from a congruence modular variety implies NP-complete-
ness of CSAT for A itself.
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Abstract. The class of nonassociative right hoops, or narhoops for
short, is defined as a subclass of right-residuated magmas, and is
shown to be a variety. These algebras generalize both right quasi-
groups and right hoops, and we characterize the subvarieties in
which the operation x ∧∧ y = (x/y)y is associative and/or com-
mutative. Narhoops with a left unit are proved to be integral if
and only if ∧∧ is commutative, and their congruences are deter-
mined by the equivalence class of the left unit. We also prove that
the four identities defining narhoops are independent.

Extended Abstract

A residuated magma is a partially ordered algebra (A,≤, ·, /, \) such that
(A,≤) is a poset, · is a binary operation and /, \ are the right and left
residuals of ·, which means the residuation property

x · y ≤ z ⇐⇒ x ≤ z/y ⇐⇒ y ≤ x\z

holds for all x, y, z ∈ A. As usual, we abbreviate x · y by xy and adopt the
convention that · binds stronger than /, \. If the operation \ is omitted
then the algebra (A,≤, ·, /) is called a right-residuated magma.

Define the term x ∧ y = (x/y)y and consider the following two vari-
eties:

– A right quasigroup is an algebra (A, ·, /) satisfying the identities
x ∧ y = x = (xy)/y. Right quasigroups are precisely those right-
residuated magmas for which the partial order ≤ is the equality re-
lation.

∗Partially supported by Simons Foundation Collaboration Grant 359872.
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– A right hoop is an algebra (A, ·, /) satisfying the identities x∧ y = y∧
x, (x/x)y = y, and x/(yz) = (x/z)/y. Then it turns out that x/x is a
constant (denoted by 1), the operation · is associative, the operation
∧ is a semilattice operation, 1 is the top element with respect to the
semilattice order ≤, and / is the right residual of · with respect to ≤.

Right hoops were introduced by Bosbach [1,2] under the name “left com-
plementary semigroups” and Büchi and Owens [3] studied the case
where · is commutative, referring to these structures as “hoops”. Note
that the partial order is definable in both cases, which motivates the fol-
lowing definition. A nonassociative right hoop (A,≤, ·, /), or narhoop for
short, is a right-residuated magma such that for all x, y ∈ A

(N) x ≤ y ⇐⇒ x ∧ y = x = y ∧ x .

In any right-residuated magma (x/y)y ≤ x or equivalently x ∧ y ≤
x holds for all x, y, hence in a narhoop (N) implies that the identity
(x ∧ y) ∧ x = x ∧ y holds. This provides an alternative definition for
narhoops: they are right-residuated magmas that satisfy the identity (N1)
(x ∧ y) ∧ x = x ∧ y and the bi-implication

(N’) x ≤ y ⇐⇒ x = y ∧ x

since in the presence of (N1), if x = y ∧ x then multiplying by y on the
right we have x ∧ y = (y ∧ x) ∧ y = y ∧ x = x.

A nonassociative left hoop or nalhoop (A,≤, ·, \) is defined dually and a
nonassociative hoop or nahoop is both a narhoop and a nalhoop. Here we
consider only narhoops and save the two-sided case for future research.

The two motivating varieties fit into this framework as follows.

– A narhoop (A, ·, /) is a right quasigroup if and only if≤ is the equal-
ity relation.

– A narhoop (A, ·, /) is a right hoop if and only if the quasiequation
x ∧ y = x ⇒ x ≤ y holds.

The main result of this section is that narhoops form a finitely based
variety of algebras. To reduce the need for parentheses, we assume that
x/y binds stronger than x ∧ y = (x/y)y.

Theorem 1. Let (A,≤, ·, /) be a narhoop. Then the following identities hold:

(N1) (x ∧ y) ∧ x = x ∧ y
(N2) xy/y ∧ x = x
(N3) xz ∧ (x ∧ y)z = (x ∧ y)z
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(N4) (x/z) ∧ (x ∧ y)/z = (x ∧ y)/z.

Conversely, let (A, ·, /) be an algebra with two binary operations satisfying
(N1)–(N4), and define x ≤ y ⇐⇒ x = y ∧ x. Then the identies

(N5) x ∧ xy/y = x
(N6) (x ∧ y)/y = x/y
(N7) (x ∧ y) ∧ y = x ∧ y

hold and (A,≤, ·, /) is a narhoop.

Proof. Assume (A,≤, ·, /) is a narhoop. As noted above, the identity
(N1) holds in narhoops. Right-residuated magmas also satisfy x ≤ xy/y,
hence (N2) follows from (N’).

Having a right residual implies that right-multiplication is order pre-
serving, so (x ∧ y)z ≤ xz holds in all narhoops, which produces (N3).
Similarly the right residual is order preserving in the first argument,
hence (x ∧ y)/z ≤ x/z holds, and now (N4) follows from (N’).

For the converse, suppose (A, ·, /) satisfies (N1)–(N4), and ≤ is de-
fined by (N’). From (N2), (N1) and (N2) again, we get (N5):

x ∧ (xy/y) = (xy/y ∧ x) ∧ (xy/y) = (xy/y) ∧ x = x.

For (N6), replace x in (N5) by x/y to get x/y ∧ (x ∧ y)/y = x/y and
then use (N4). To prove (N7) multiply (N6) on the right by y.

Now reflexivity of≤ follows from (N5) and (N1): x∧ x = (x∧ xy/y)∧
x = x ∧ (xy/y) = x.

For antisymmetry, if x ≤ y and y ≤ x, then x ∧ y = x = y ∧ x and
y = x ∧ y, hence x = y.

Transitivity is a bit more work. Suppose x ≤ y and y ≤ z so that
x ∧ y = x = y ∧ x and y ∧ z = y = z ∧ y. First, note that

z/x ∧ y/x = z/x ∧ (z ∧ y)/x = (z ∧ y)/x = y/x

using (N4) in the second equality. Now we compute

z ∧ x = (z ∧ x) ∧ x by (N6)

= (z ∧ x) ∧ (y ∧ x) = (z/x)x ∧ (y/x)x

= (z/x)x ∧ (z/x ∧ y/x)x since z/x ∧ y/x = y/x

= (z/x ∧ y/x)x by (N3)

= (z/x ∧ (z ∧ y)/x)x = ((z ∧ y)/x)x by (N4)

= (z ∧ y) ∧ x = y ∧ x = x .
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From x = z ∧ x we deduce x ∧ z = (z ∧ x) ∧ z = z ∧ x by (N1), hence
x ≤ z.

Finally, we prove / is the right residual of · with respect to ≤. To do
this, we verify (x/y)y ≤ x ≤ xy/y and that x ≤ y implies xz ≤ yz
and x/z ≤ y/z since the right residuation property is equivalent to these
(quasi)identities. Note that (N2) and (N’) show x ≤ xy/y. If x ≤ y, then
(N3) gives

yz ∧ xz = yz ∧ (y ∧ x)z = (y ∧ x)z = xz,

and so (N’) implies xz ≤ yz. By the same argument, (N4) gives x/z ≤
y/z.

To prove (x/y)y ≤ x, or equivalently x ∧ y ≤ x, substitute x/x for x,
x for y, and (x ∧ y)/x for z in (N3) to get

(x/x)x ∧ (x/x ∧ (x ∧ y)/x)x = (x/x ∧ (x ∧ y)/x)x.

Using (N4) this simplifies to (x ∧ x) ∧ ((x ∧ y)/x)x = ((x ∧ y)/x)x, so
by (N1), (N’) and reflexivity we have x ∧ y ≤ x ∧ x = x. ut

The equational basis (N1)–(N4) for narhoops is independent as can be
seen from algebras Ai = {0, 1} (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) that each satisfy the axioms
except for (Ni).

– In A1, · is ordinary multiplication and x/y = y.
– In A2, x · y = x and x/y = 1.
– In A3, x · y is addition modulo 2 and x/y = 0 except that 1/0 = 1.
– In A4, x · y is the max operation and x/y is addition modulo 2.

In general, neither · nor the term operation ∧ of a narhoop is asso-
ciative. However ∧ is associative both in right quasigroups and in right
hoops. In right quasigroups, this follows from the identity x ∧ y = x.
In right hoops, ∧ turns out be a semilattice operation ([4], Lem. 4). In
both cases the reduct (A,∧) is a left normal band, that is, an idempotent
semigroup satisfying the identity x ∧ y ∧ z = x ∧ z ∧ y.

If (A, ·, /) is a narhoop and B ⊆ A is closed under ∧, then B inherits
the order ≤ from A. We state the next two results in the slightly more
general context of such subsets because we will need them in Theorem
4.

Theorem 2. Let (A, ·, /) be a narhoop and let B ⊆ A be closed under ∧. The
following are equivalent.

1. (B,∧) is a right normal band;
2. (B,∧) is a semigroup;
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3. For all x, y ∈ B, x ∧ (y ∧ x) = x ∧ y

As noted, ∧-reducts of right hoops are semilattices. A natural nonas-
sociative generalization of right hoops is the variety of narhoops de-
scribed in the next result. The description of the ∧-reduct generalizes
([4], Lem. 4).

Theorem 3. Let (A, ·, /) be a narhoop and let B ⊆ A be closed under ∧. The
following are equivalent.

1. (B,∧) is commutative;
2. For all x, y ∈ B, x ∧ (y ∧ x) = y ∧ x.

When these equivalent conditions hold, (B,∧) is a semilattice.

In a left normal band, the identity x ∧ y ∧ z = x ∧ z ∧ y essentially
expresses the fact that every downset (a] = {x ∈ A | x ≤ a} = {a ∧ x |
x ∈ A} is a subsemilattice. The same role is played by (x ∧ y) ∧ z =
(x ∧ z) ∧ y in narhoops.

Theorem 4. Let (A, ·, /) be a narhoop and fix a ∈ A. Then the downset (a] is
closed under ∧ and is a semilattice.

We now consider narhoops which have a left identity element.

Lemma 1. Let (A,≤, ·, /) be a right-residuated magma such that x ≤ y ⇐⇒
x = y ∧ x holds for all x, y ∈ A. Then

1. x/x is a maximal element for all x ∈ A,
2. the identity (x/x)y/y = x/x holds in A, and
3. if A has a top element then the term x/x is this top element.

Lemma 2. Let (A, ·, /) be a narhoop. The following are equivalent.

1. x/x = y/y for all x, y ∈ A;
2. (x/x)y = y for all x, y ∈ A;
3. There exists e ∈ A such that ey = y for all y ∈ A.

When these conditions hold, the element 1 = x/x is the maximum left identity
element in (A,≤).

A narhoop (A, ·, /) is unital if the equivalent conditions of Lemma
2 hold. In this case as in the lemma, we denote by 1 = x/x the distin-
guished left identity element. Note that the lemma does not claim that 1
is the unique left identity element, even when ∧ is commutative.
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Theorem 5. If A is finite and unital, then 1 is the unique left identity element.

Note that in a unital narhoop A the partial order ≤ can be character-
ized in terms of 1 and /:

x ≤ y ⇐⇒ x/y = 1

for all x, y ∈ A. Furthermore, the left identity 1 can also be used to char-
acterize the commutativity of ∧.

Theorem 6. Let (A, ·, /, 1) be a unital narhoop. Then:

1. The left unit 1 is the top element of (A,≤) if and only if ∧ is commutative.
2. The downset (1] is a subnarhoop and ((1],∧) is a semilattice.

A congruence θ on a narhoop (A, ·, /) is said to be unital if the factor
narhoop A/θ is unital. In other words, θ is unital if and only if x/x θ y/y
for all x, y ∈ A. If A itself is unital then every congruence on A is unital.
For a unital congruence on an arbitrary narhoop, set

Nθ = {x ∈ A | x θ y/y for some y ∈ A}
= {x ∈ A | x θ y/y for all y ∈ A} ,

where the second equality follows since θ is unital. Analogous to the re-
lationship between congruences and normal subgroups in group theory,
we now show that θ is determined by the congruence class Nθ . In or-
der to state our characterizations concisely, we introduce six families of
mappings on a narhoop (A, ·, /). For each x, y ∈ A, i = 1, . . . , 6, define
φi,x,y : A→ A by

φ1,x,y(z) = (zx · y)/xy , φ2,x,y(z) = (zx/y)/(x/y) ,

φ3,x,y(z) = (x · zy)/xy , φ4,x,y(z) = (x/zy)/(x/y) ,

φ5,x,y(z) = xy/(x · zy) , φ6,x,y(z) = (x/y)/(x/zy) .

Again keeping analogies with group theory in mind, let Inn(A) denote
the transformation semigroup on A generated by these six families of
mappings.

Theorem 7. Let θ be a unital congruence on a narhoop (A, ·, /). Then:

1. Nθ is a subnarhoop of A;
2. For all x, y ∈ A, if x ≤ y and x ∈ Nθ , then y ∈ Nθ ;
3. Nθ is invariant under Inn(A).
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Let (A, ·, /) be a narhoop. A nonempty subset N of A is said to be a
normal subnarhoop of A, denoted N E A, if the following hold:

1. N is a subnarhoop of A;
2. For all x, y ∈ A, if x ≤ y and x ∈ N, then y ∈ N;
3. N is invariant under Inn(A).

Theorem 8. Let (A, ·, /) be a narhoop and assume N E A is nonempty. Define
θN on A by x θN y if and only if x/y, y/x ∈ N. Then θN is a unital congruence
and NθN = N.
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A variety V is congruence modular if and only
if V satisfies Θ(R ◦ R) ⊆ (ΘR)h, for some h
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Abstract. We present a characterization of congruence modular-
ity by means of an identity involving a tolerance Θ and a reflexive
and admissible relation R.

Keywords: Congruence modular variety; congruence identity; tolerance;
reflexive and admissible relation; directed Gumm terms

More than forty years ago Nation [16] proved a result which is still
intriguing today: there are non-equivalent lattice identities which nev-
ertheless are equivalent as congruence identities in varieties. Many re-
sults of this kind followed, for example, Freese and Jónsson [4] proved
that modularity is equivalent to the Arguesian identity for congruence
lattices in varieties. As another example of a slightly different nature, it
is an almost immediate consequence of the arguments in the proof of
Lampe’s Lemma [5] and of the construction of an affine-modulo-abelian
term in Taylor [17] that every m-permutable variety satisfies a non-trivial
congruence lattice identity. See [13] for a short history of the result and
for another proof. See also Kearnes and Nation [12]. More results about
congruence identities and further references can be found in Day and
Freese [3], Freese and McKenzie [6], Gumm [7], Hobby and McKenzie
[8], Jónsson [9] and Kearnes and Kiss [11].

It turns out that frequently tolerances, and sometimes just reflexive
and admissible relations, are at work behind the scene even when results
about congruences are considered. This is particularly evident, for exam-
ple, in Czédli, Horváth and Lipparini [2], Jónsson [9, p. 370] or Tschantz
[18]. Here we present a proof that a variety V is congruence modular if
and only if there is some natural number h such that Θ(R ◦ R) ⊆ (ΘR)h

∗Work performed under the auspices of G.N.S.A.G.A. Work partially sup-
ported by PRIN 2012 “Logica, Modelli e Insiemi.” We thank the students of Tor
Vergata University for stimulating discussions.
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holds in every algebra in V , for every tolerance Θ and every reflexive
and admissible relation R. The proof given here is slightly simpler (but
less general) than the proof presented in [14].

Our notation is as follows. Juxtaposition denotes intersection. If T is
a binary relation, we let Th denote the relational composition T ◦ T ◦ T ◦
· · · ◦ T with h factors, that is, with h− 1 occurrences of ◦. Moreover, T∗

denotes the transitive closure of T.

Theorem 1. For every variety V , the following conditions are equivalent.

1. V is congruence modular.
2. There is some natural number h such that Θ(R ◦ R) ⊆ (ΘR)h holds in

every algebra in V , for every tolerance Θ and every reflexive and admissible
relation R.

3. The inclusion ΘR∗ ⊆ (ΘR)∗ holds in every algebra in V , for every toler-
ance Θ and every reflexive and admissible relation R.

4. The identity αΦ∗ = (αΦ)∗ holds in every algebra in V , for every congru-
ence α and every tolerance Φ.

Proof. The proof that (1) implies (2) relies heavily on a recent result by
Kazda, Kozik, McKenzie and Moore [10]. There the authors showed that
a variety V is congruence modular if and only if, for some k, V has k + 1
directed Gumm terms, that is, terms p, j1, . . . , jk satisfying the following set
of equations.

x = p(x, z, z) (DG1)

p(x, x, z) = j1(x, x, z) (DG2)

x = ji(x, y, x), for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (DG3)

ji(x, z, z) = ji+1(x, x, z) for 1 ≤ i < k (DG4)

jk(x, y, z) = z (DG5)

Notice that we have given the definition of directed Gumm terms in
the reversed order, in comparison with [10]. Now suppose that A is an
algebra in V , Θ is a tolerance of A and R is a reflexive and admissible
relation on A. If a, c ∈ A and (a, c) ∈ Θ(R ◦ R), then a Θ c and a R b R c,
for some b ∈ A. By [10] and (1) we have terms satisfying (DG1)-(DG5)
above. Let us compute

a = p(a, p(aab), p(aab)) R p(a, p(abb), p(aac)) = p(a, a, p(aac)),

a = p(a, a, a) = p(a, a, p(aaa)) Θ p(a, a, p(aac)),
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where elements in bold are those moved by R or Θ and we have used
(DG1). Moreover, p(a, a, p(aac)) = j1(a, a, j1(aac)), by (DG2), hence

a ΘR j1(a, a, j1(aac)). (5)

Next, for ` = 1, . . . , k− 1, we have

j`(a, a, c) R j`(a, b, c) R j`(a, c, c) =(DG4) j`+1(a, a, c),

j`(a, a, c) = j`(j`(aac), b, j`(aac)) Θ j`(j`(aaa), b, j`(cac)) = j`(a, b, c)

j`(a, b, c) = j`(j`(abc), c, j`(abc)) Θ j`(j`(aba), c, j`(cbc)) = j`(a, c, c),

where in the last two equations we have repeatedly used (DG3). Com-
pare Czédli and Horváth [1]. Hence

j`(a, a, c) ΘR j`(a, b, c) ΘR j`(a, c, c) = j`+1(a, a, c).

Concatenating, we get j1(a, a, c) (ΘR)2(k−1) jk(a, a, c) =(DG5) c. Then

j1(a, a, j1(aac)) (ΘR)2(k−1) j1(a, a, c) (ΘR)2(k−1) c.

Finally, using (5), we have a (ΘR)1+4(k−1) c, hence (2) holds with h =
1 + 4(k− 1) = 4k− 3. Let us remark that a slightly better value for h is
provided in [14].

(2)⇒ (3) First we shall show that if

Θ(R ◦ R) ⊆ (ΘR)h (6)

holds in some algebra A, for every reflexive and admissible relation R,
then, for every n ≥ 1, also

ΘR2n ⊆ (ΘR)hn
(7)

holds in A, for every reflexive and admissible relation R. This is proved
by induction on n. The basis n = 1 is the assumption (6). If (7) holds for
some n, then

ΘR2n+1
= Θ(R2n ◦ R2n

) ⊆(6) (ΘR2n
)h ⊆(7) ((ΘR)hn

)h = (ΘR)hn+1
,

where we have used the fact that if R is reflexive and admissible, then Ri

is reflexive and admissible, for every i ≥ 1.
Now we can prove (3). If (a, c) ∈ ΘR∗, then (a, c) ∈ ΘRi, for some

i, hence (a, c) ∈ ΘR2n
, for some sufficiently large n, since R is reflexive.

Then by (7), (a, c) ∈ (ΘR)hn ⊆ (ΘR)∗. Again, notice that, given k + 1
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directed Gumm terms, [14] provides a much better bound for ΘR2n
, in

comparison with the bound (ΘR)(4k−3)n
given by the present proof.

(3)⇒ (4) The inclusion αR∗ ⊇ (αR)∗ is trivial, since α is a congruence,
hence transitive. The reverse inclusion follows trivially from (3).

(4) ⇒ (1) Let α, β, γ be congruences and let Φ be the tolerance αγ ◦
β ◦ αγ. Then Φ∗ = β + αγ, where + denotes join in the lattice of congru-
ences. Moreover, αΦ = αγ ◦ αβ ◦ αγ. Indeed, if a α d and a Φ d, then
there are elements b and c such that a αγ b β c αγ d. Since b α a α d α c,
we get b α c, hence (a, d) ∈ αγ ◦ αβ ◦ αγ. From αΦ = αγ ◦ αβ ◦ αγ
we obtain (αΦ)∗ = αβ + αγ, hence from (4) and Φ∗ = β + αγ we get
α(β + αγ) = αβ + αγ. ut

We do not know whether we still get a condition equivalent to con-
gruence modularity if in Condition (2) in Theorem 1 we consider a re-
flexive and admissible relation S in place of a tolerance Θ. In any case,
the varieties for which Condition (2) in Theorem 1 holds with S in place
of Θ satisfy a much cleaner identity.

Proposition 1. For every variety V , the following conditions are equivalent.

1. S(R ◦ R) ⊆ (SR)h, for some h;
2. S(R ◦ R) ⊆ (SR)∗;
3. S∗R∗ = (SR)∗,

where each condition is intended to hold in every algebra in V for all reflexive
and admissible relations S and R.

Proof. (1)⇒ (2) is trivial.
(2)⇒ (1) is standard, though not completely usual. Suppose that (2)

holds in the free algebra generated by 3 elements x, y and z and let S, R,
respectively, be the smallest reflexive and admissible relations containing
(x, z), respectively, (x, y) and (y, z). Then (x, z) ∈ S(R ◦ R), hence, by
(2), (x, z) ∈ (SR)∗, thus (x, z) ∈ (SR)h, for some h. This is witnessed
by appropriate terms, which also witness that S(R ◦ R) ⊆ (SR)h holds
throughout V . See, e. g., [15] for many similar arguments.

(3)⇒ (2) is trivial.
If (2) holds, then an argument similar to the proof of (2) ⇒ (3) in

Theorem 1 shows
SR∗ ⊆ (SR)∗, (8)

for all R and S. Applying (8) twice, we have

S∗R∗ ⊆(8) (S∗R)∗ = (RS∗)∗ ⊆(8) (RS)∗∗ = (SR)∗.

The inclusion S∗R∗ ⊇ (SR)∗ is trivial. ut
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The undecidability of lattices of equational
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1 Introduction

The elementary theory of the lattice L∆ of all equational theories of sig-
nature ∆ was shown to be undecidable in [4], provided the signature ∆ is
large in the sense that it provides at least one operation symbol of rank at
least two or else provides at least two operation symbols of rank one. In-
deed, they show that the elementary theory is hereditarily undecidable.

It is our object, in this study, to bring this result more sharply into
focus. At the center of the reasoning of Burris and Sankappanavar is the
fact, established by [3], that the lattice of all equivalence relations on any
given finite set can be embedded as an interval in L∆, for all large sig-
natures ∆. By an old result of Sachs [19], this means that the equational
theory of such L∆ is the same as the equational theory of the variety of
all lattices. This equational theory, the equational theory of lattices, was
shown to be decidable by Thoralf Skolem in 1920 [20,21], a result later
rediscovered by [23]. Thus, the equational theory of L∆ is decidable, but
its elementary theory is undecidable.

In an effort to find the point along the spectrum from the equational
theory to the elementary theory where undecidability enters, we offer
here three further proofs of the undecidability of L∆. They rely on the
substantial body of work concerning elementary definability in L∆ ac-
complished by Jaroslav Ježek in the decade following the theorem of
Burris and Sankappanvar.

In particular, we are interested in what might be called:

Hilbert’s Tenth Problem for L∆
Is there an algorithm that, upon input of a finite set of equations
in the language of lattice theory, will determine whether the set
of equations has a solution in L∆?

Of course, Hilbert did not pose this problem. Rather he posed the prob-
lem in which the ring 〈Z,+, ·,−, 0, 1〉 of integers replaces the lattice L∆.
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A negative answer to this problem would amount to an assertion appar-
ently stronger than the undecidability of the ∃∗-theory of L∆. We do not
even know if that theory is undecidable. We can, however, prove that the
∀∗∃∗∀∗-theory of L∆ is hereditarily undecidable.

2 The approach via recursive inseparability

Roughly speaking, this method starts with a class K of structures which
exhibits sufficiently strong undecidability properties and constructs an
effective method for defining, with parameters, each structure in K in
some model of the target theory T. The result is that T is hereditarily
undecidable.

This method was pioneered by Alfred Tarski around 1940, see [22]. It
was substantially widened in scope in the mid-1960’s by [5] and put into
a polished form by [18]. In that form it is sometimes referred to as the
Rabin-Scott method. A detailed exposition of this method can be found
in chapters 15 and 16 of Monk’s text [14]. An enhanced version of this
method is laid out in the work [2]. However, we only need a very simple
version.

Let Σ be a set of elementary sentences and K be a class of structures
of the same language as Σ. We say that K is recursively inseparable rela-
tive to Σ provided there is no recursive set S such that all the validities
which belong to Σ also belong to S but that no sentence of Σ which fails
in some structure in K can belong to S. That is, the set of validities in Σ
cannot be recursively separated from the set of sentences of Σ which are
rejected in K. Notice that, in this event, if Γ is any set of sentences true
in K such that all the validities in Σ also belong to Γ, then Γ cannot be
a recursive set. So the theory of K exhibits a strong form of hereditary
undecidability. We specialize this a bit. By a Σ-theory we mean a set T of
sentences, each belonging to Σ, so that any sentence in Σ that is a logical
consequence of T must already belong to T. We will say that a Σ-theory
T is Σ-hereditarily undecidable provided each Σ-subtheory of T is unde-
cidable. For the most part, we will take Σ to be the set of all sentences of
some particular syntactic form—for example all the existential-universal
sentences of the language. In this case we refer to ∃∗∀∗-theories and to
∃∗∀∗-hereditary undecidability.

James Schmerl has proven that, in the language with one binary re-
lation symbol ≤, the class of all finite lattice-ordered sets is recursively
inseparable relative to the set of all ∃∗∀∗-sentences. This result can be
found in Appendix A of Manuel Lerman’s 1983 monograph [10]. The
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1975 work of Burris and Sankappanavar used similar methods for the
language of lattices where K is the class of all finite partition lattices and
Σ is the set of all sentences in the language. We draw an easy conse-
quence of Schmerl’s theorem.

Corollary 1. The ∃∗∀∗-theory of the class of all finite lattices is ∃∗∀∗-heredi-
tarily undecidable.

[9] proved that every lattice with only countably many compact ele-
ments is isomorpic to an interval in L∆, provided ∆ is a large signature.
In particular, every finite lattice is embeddable as an interval in L∆.

Our first theorem asserts that for large signatures the lattice of equa-
tional theories is ∀∗∃∗∀∗-hereditarily undecidable. The proof combines
the theorems of Schmerl and Ježek in a manner familiar, say, from the
work of Burris and McKenzie.

Theorem 1. Let ∆ be a large signature. The ∀∗∃∗∀∗-theory of L∆ is ∀∗∃∗∀∗-
hereditarily undecidable.

There is some chance that the methods that led to the conclusion
above can be improved to lower the quantifier complexity. While the
method of interpretability with parameters used in our proof adds one
universal quantifier, the source of most of the complexity lies in the proof
of Schmerl’s theorem, which depends in turn on a similar theorem [6]
for finite graphs. This, in turn, relies ultimately on the transformation of
two recursively inseparable sets of numbers into the ∃∗∀∗ setting in a
language supplied with a large (but finite) number of relation symbols
of ranks no more than 3. It is a classical result from [1] that for a language
without operation symbols the set of ∀∗∃∗-validities is decidable. So re-
cursive inseparability results for languages without operation symbols
cannot have quanitifier complexity less than ∃∗∀∗. But it is reasonable
to expect that in languages supplied with operation symbols rather than
relation symbols the complexity of terms involved in equations can be
used to off-set the quantifier complexity.

The hereditary undecidability inherent in this approach goes beyond
the simple undecidability boundary at issue in our study.

3 The approach via base-undecidability

Jaroslav Ježek, in a series of four papers published in the first half of
the 1980’s, has extensively developed the theory of definable subsets of
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L∆. Among other things, Ježek proved that L∆ has no nonobvious au-
tomorphisms and that there is a effective procedure for associating with
each finite set Γ of equations of signature ∆ a formula θΓ(x) that defines
in L∆ the orbit, under the action of the automomorphism group, of the
equational theory based on Γ. Therefore, we observe that

Γ is equationally inconsistent ⇔ ∀x∀y[θΓ(x)→ y ≤ x] holds in L∆.

Here we understand that a set Γ of equations is equationally inconsistent
provided every equation of signature ∆ is a logical consequence of Γ, or,
what is the same, that the only models of Γ are the one element algebras.
Peter Perkins, in his 1966 dissertation, see also [16], proved that there is
no algorithm to decide whether a finite set Γ of equations is equation-
ally consistent, provided ∆ is a finite (or even recursive) signature that
is large. This provides us with a second line of reasoning leading to the
conclusion that the elementary theory of L∆ is undecidable, provided ∆
is a large signature. An understanding of the quantifier complexity of the
formula θΓ(x), would lead to a sharper understanding of the quantifier
complexity needed to support this undecidability result. A close reading
of Ježek’s work reveals that while the formula θΓ(x) is quite involved,
its quantifier complexity depends heavily on neither the signature ∆ nor
on the set Γ. In particular, the quantifier complexity of θΓ(x) is bounded.
Unfortunately, the bound established by Ježek’s work exceeds the bound
we established in the previous section. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to
expect that refinements of Ježek’s methods, in the restricted case of finite
equational bases of the largest equational theory, may well give simpler
formulas in place of θΓ(x). We also note that Ježek expresses his formu-
las in the language of lattice-ordered sets (where≤ is the only nonlogical
symbol) rather than in the language of lattices. Using operation symbols
may not shorten the formulas involved, but it may reduce their quanti-
fier complexity.

One key property of the largest equational theory at play in the rea-
soning above is that it is a fixed point of every automoprhism of L∆. The
other key property of the largest equational theory is its base-
undecidability—the result established by Perkins. The work of Perkins
was substantially generalized around 1970 by Murskiı̆ and the author,
see [15,13]. In particular, it was shown that any finitely based equational
theory in a large signature which has an equation of the form t ≈ x
where x is a variable and t is a term in which at least two distinct unary
operation symbols occur or else in which some operation symbol of rank
at least 2 occurs must be base undecidable. Because Ježek has shown that
the automoprhisms of L∆ cannot be very complicated, it is clear that, in a
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large signature, there are many finite sets Σ so that the equational theory
based on Σ is base undecidable and fixed by each automorphism of L∆.
Evidently, for such a Σ,

Γ and Σ are bases of the same equational theory

m
∀x[θΓ(x)↔ θΣ(x)] holds in L∆.

This also establishes that the elementary theory of L∆ is undecidable.
Once more the quantifier complexity needed to support this undecid-
ability depends of the complexity of θΓ andf θΣ. There is some prospect
that an appropriate choice of the finite set Σ may lead to simpler forms
of θ.

4 The approach via undecidable equational theories

In every large signature there are finitely based equational theories that
are undecidable. This result probably first appeared in print in a posthu-
mous paper [11] of Mal’tsev, but it was known in principal as early as
1947 in the works [17] and [12]. Perhaps the most surprising result of
this kind in the 1976 theorem of Freese [7] that the equational theory
of modular lattices is undecidable. (He even proves the undecidability
of the set of equations true in all modular lattices that involve no more
than 5 variables—a result improved by Christian Herrmann to 4 vari-
able equations, see [8].). For our purposes, the interesting thing about
the equational theory of modular lattices is that it is fixed by every au-
tomorphism of L∆, where ∆ is the signature of lattices. Let Σ be a finite
equational base for the theory of modular lattices and let s ≈ t be any
equation in the language lattices. Then

Σ ` s ≈ t⇔ L∆ |= ∀x∀y[θs≈t(x) ∧∧ θΣ(y)→ x ≤ y].

In this way we can once again conclude that the elementary theory of
L∆ is undecidable, at least when ∆ is the signature of lattices. Of course,
the quantifier complexity needed to support this undecidability depends
on the complexity of θ. To make this line of reasoning apply to all large
signature we have to construct, for each such signature a finite set Σ of
equations so that the equational theory based on Σ is both undecidable
and also fixed under every automorphism of L∆.
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On nonblocking words
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A word u is called blocking [8] if for any finite alphabet the set of
words of that alphabet which do not contain images of the word u is
finite. Recall that an image of the word u is the result of substituting
words in place of the letters in the word u (note that the same letters are
replaced by the same words). A nonblocking word u is called n-avoidable
if on some n-letter alphabet (and therefore on all n-letter alphabets) there
exists infinitely many words that do not contain images of u. In Problem
3 from [3] the question of finding for any nonblocking word the small-
est alphabet on which the word is avoidable is formulated. Some partial
results related to this question are known.

It is shown in [1,7] that the word x2 is avoidable on the 3-letter
alphabet and that x3 is avoidable on the 2-letter alphabet. It is established
in [4] that the set of words of the form

x1 . . . xnx f (1) . . . x f (n),

where f is a permutation of the numbers 1, . . . , n, is avoidable on the 7-
letter alphabet. In [5] it is shown that the set of all doubled words on the
n-letter alphabet is avoidable on an alphabet with 3b n

2 c+ 3, where b n
2 c

is the integer part of n
2 . In [6], infinitely many words of the 4-letter al-

phabet that avoid every complete word are constructed. It is also shown
in [6] that this cannot be done with an alphabet consisting of 3 letters.
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 from [2] give upper bounds on the cardinality of
alphabets in which any nonblocking word is avoidable.

Let u be a nonblocking word and let the number of distinct letters
in u be denoted by α = α(u). Denote by m = m(u) the minimal number
n such that u is n-avoidable. By Theorem 1.2 in [2] for any nonblock-
ing word u, we have m < 4(α + 2)dlog(α + 2)e. By Theorem 1.3 in [2],
m < 9α + 20, for any nonblocking word u. The goal of this paper is the
following improvement of the bound on m.
∗I am very grateful to Professor Kira Adaricheva, who found me—at the re-

quest of Professor George McNulty—though it was not easy, and who advised
me to put this article on the arXiv. Special thanks to Professor McNulty, who
translated the article from the Russian language and encouraged me to return to
this paper, which I wrote in 1996 but never published.
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Theorem 1. For any nonblocking word u, we have m(u) ≤ 2α(u) + 4.

Proof. Denote by k the number out of the two numbers 2α(u) + 2 and
2α(u) + 4 which is divisible by 4. We prove that u is k-avoidable. We
assume that α(u) > 1, becasue in case α(u) = 1 the state in the theorem
follows from [7].

We need the description of blocking word obtained in [8]. Consider
the words over the alphabet Ξ = {ξ1, ξ2, . . . }. Let z1 = ξ1 and by induc-
tion zn+1 = znξn+1zn, where n = 1, 2, . . . . Denote by F1(A) the set of all
nonempty words over the alphabet A and denote by α(u) the set of all
letters of the word u.

For the word u the mapping f : α(u) → F1(Ξ) such that f (u) is a
subword of zn for some n, is called a B-mapping of the word u. A. I. Zimin
in [8] proved that a word is blocking if and only if there exists a B-
mapping of this word.

We consider in the symmetric group Sk the following permutations:

f1 = (1, 3, 5, . . . , k− 1) g1 = (2, 6, . . . , k− 2)

f2 = f 2
1 g2 = g1 f1

...
...

f k
2
= f

k
2

1 g k
2
= g1 f

k
2−1

1 .

We obtain k different permutations and we denote them by ν1, . . . , νk.
For the selected words, we fix k words a1, . . . , ak over the alphabet X =
{x1, . . . , xk}, setting ai = xνi(1) . . . xνi(k) for each i.

Definition 1. We define the mapping ϕ0 : X → F1(X) by the rule ϕ0(xi) =
ai. We denote by J1 = ϕ0(x1). Suppose that Jm−1 is already defined; then we
set Jm = ϕ0(Jm−1).

To prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that for m ≥ 1 the word
Jm does not contain images of the word u. The proof of this fact follows
from the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Let u be any word with no more than k
2 − 1 distinct letters. Let

ϕ : α(u) → F1(X) be any mapping so that the word ϕ(u) is a subword of Jn
for some n ≥ 1. Then there is a B-mapping of the word u, that is the word u is
blocking.

Proof (Proof of Proposition 1). We consider the set A = {a1, a2, . . . , ak} as
an alphabet. Then for n ≥ 1 the word Jn can be construed as a word
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over the alphabet A; let’s call it a chain in this case. An ocurrence of b
from F1(A) in the chain Jn will be called a subchain b; in particular, the
occurrence of ai will be called the link ai: thus, the subchain ai in Jn is an
occurrence of a word of length 1 over A, whereas ai is a word of length k
in F1(X). We shall call the word a of F1(X) a subword of the subchain b,
if the corresponding word b in the alphabet X contains the subword a.

Let there be given an occurrence of the word a in Jn. A closure of
the occurrence a is the smallest subchain of the chain Jn, containing the
given occurrence a. We denote the closure of a by [a].

The proof of the proposition will be carried out by induction on the
length [ϕ(u)]

It is clear that if [ϕ(u)] coincides with one of the letters ai, for i ∈
{1, . . . , k}, then u is a blocking word.

Induction step. Suppose that ϕ(u) is a subword of Jn for some n ≥
1, and the sub-chain [ϕ(u)] contains more than one link. Let us prove,
using the induction premise, that there exists a B-mapping of u.

Definition 2. A word b of F1(X) is said to be basic if it is a subword of ai for
some i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and contains at least two letters of X with even indices.

Definition 3. If ai = bib2 and aj = c1c2, where b2, c1 ∈ F1(X), then the word
b2c1 is said to be adjacent.

Definition 4. The subword b = cd, c 6= ∧, d 6= ∧ of the word ai, i ∈
{1, . . . , k} is said to be broken if for some occurrence of the letter y in u the
corresponding closure ϕ(u) adheres to the last (first) link ai, and c (d) is the
right (left) subword ϕ(y).

Definition 5. For every rth occurrence of the letter y in the word u, we fix the
sub-[ϕ(y)], which is the closure of the rth occurrence of ϕ(y) in Jn correspond-
ing to the rth entry of y in u. Suppose that [ϕ(y)]r = cϕ(y)d. If c 6= ∧, then the
first link [ϕ(y)]r is called broken. If d 6= ∧, then the last link will be called bro-
ken, the other links [ϕ(y)]r will be undefined. For the sake of brevity, [ϕ(y)]1,
we denote [ϕ(y)].

Definition 6. The letter x with an even index ai is called basic if there is no
such occurrence of the letter y of the word u that the link ai is the first for the
corresponding closure ϕ(y) of the word ϕ(y) contains x to the first or second
letter.

It follows from the definition that if x is a basic letter of ai, the link
ai is the first in the chain [ϕ(y)]r, then either the occurrence of a basic
word of the form xixjx in ai is an occurrence in ϕ(y), or the occurrence
of x in ai is not an occurrence in ϕ(y).
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Lemma 1. The words a1, . . . , ak have the following properties:

a) a basic word is a subword of ai for a single i of the set {1, . . . , k};
b) if b is a left subword of ai and c is a left subword of aj and b = c, |b| ≥ 2,

then ai = aj;
c) there is no adjacent word that is a subfactor ai for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k};
d) the word Jn has no equal adjacent subwords;
e) each ai has a basic letter.

Definition 7. For each word ai, i ∈ {1, ..., k} we fix the basic letter ai and call
it the major basis letter ai.

Definition 8. We fix the mapping C : F1(X) → F1(Ξ) in the following way.
We represent the natural number p in the form p = 2i + r2i+1 for some integers
r ≥ 0, i ≥ 0. This view is unambiguous. We set C(xp) = ξi+1 for any xp,
where 1 ≤ p ≤ k− 1, p = 2i + r2i+1. Then the word C(x1x2...xk−1) coincides
for some number t with the left subword Zt. Choose the smallest such t. Suppose
that Zt = C(x1x2...xk−1)Z′, then we set C(xk) = Z′ξt+1.

By definition, C(x1) = C(x3) = ... = C(xk−1) = ξ1, C(x2) =
C(x6) = ... = ξ2, C(x1x2...xk) = Ztξt+1. Since the word Zt does not
change from the permutation of the letters ξ1 or ξ2, for any ai, i ∈ {1, ..., k},
C(ai) = Ztξt+1.

Lemma 2. Suppose that for every y in α(u) the word ϕ(y) satisfies the condi-
tion: if ai is a subword [ϕ(y)], then the occurrence of the major basis letter ai is
not an occurrence in ϕ(y). Then u is a blocking one.

Proof. Let the mapping ϕ satisfy the condition of the lemma. In this case,
each of the words ai, i ∈ {1, ..., k} is not a subword of ϕ(y), since by
Lemma 1 e), each ai has a major basis letter. This means that ϕ(y) is for
some i, j the subword aiaj, and at least the last letter aj - the letter xk does
not enter ϕ(y). Therefore, C(ϕ(y)) is a subword of Ztξt+1Zt, that is, it is
blocking. Lemma 2 is proved.

We assume in what follows that the condition of Lemma 2 does not
hold, that is, for some y in α(u) the word ϕ(y) contains the occurrence of
the major basis letter of some ai from [ϕ(u)]. It follows from Definition 7
of the major basis letter of the word that if for a certain p-th occurrence of
y in u the chain [ϕ(y)]p begins (ends) with a link ai, and the occurrence of
the major basis letter of the word ai is an occurrence of ϕ(y), then for any
r-th occurrence of y in u the chain [ϕ(y)]r begins (ends) with the subword
ai.
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Definition 9. We associate the word u with the word u1 in the following way:
delete from u occurrences of all letters y for which [ϕ(u)] consists of broken links
(and therefore contains one or two links), and the occurrence of the major basis
letter of each of these links is not an occurrence in ϕ(y).

On the set P of all links of the chain [ϕ(u)], we construct a function f :
P → {R, L, 0}. Suppose that for some r-th occurrence of x in u the sub-chain
[ϕ(x)]r contains the link ai.

a) If ai is undefined (Definition 5), or [ϕ(x)]r = ai for x from α(u1), then we
set f (ai) = 0.

b) the broken link ai is the first of the sub-chain [ϕ(x)]r, ϕ(x) = sb where s
is the right-hand subword ai. If the major basis letter ai enters s, then we
set f (ai) = R;

c) the broken link ai is the last one in the sub-chain [ϕ(x)]r, ϕ(x) = bs
where s is the left subword ai. If the major basis letter ai enters s, then we
set f (ai) = L;

d) suppose that for the broken link ai - the conditions of points a)–c) are not
fulfilled, that is, the function f is not defined yet, then we set f (ai) = 0.
It is obvious that this case is possible when ai is the last link in the chain
[ϕ(u)] and the major basis letter ai does not enter ϕ(u).

For each broken link, there is a single major basis letter, so the definition
of the function is correct.

Comment For any r-occurrence of y in u1, the value of f for the last
(first) link is [ϕ(y)]r is equal to the value of f for the last (first) link [ϕ(y)].

Indeed, assume that y ∈ α(u1), [ϕ(y)]r = b aj, [ϕ(y)] = d ai. Let
f (ai) = L, ai = ai1 ai2 , where ai1 is the right subword of ϕ(y). Then, by
definition of f , the major basis letter ai enters ai1 . Since the major basis
letter has an even index, the length of ai1 is greater than or equal to two,
and by Lemma 1 b) ai = aj and f (ai) = L = f (aj) = L.

Let f (ai) = R, [ϕ(y)]r = aj b, [ϕ(y)] = ai d, ai = ai1 ai2 , where ai2
is the left subword ϕ(y). Then the major basis letter ai is contained in
ai2 , and hence ai2 contains a basic subword that uniquely determines the
word ai and ai = aj.

If f (ai) = 0 and ai is undefined (Definition 5), or [ϕ(y)]r = ai for y
from α(u1), then [ϕ(y)] contains the basic subword ai, and therefore, for
any r-th occurrence of y in u1, [ϕ(y)]r = ai.

We construct the map Ψ : α(u1)→ F1(A). Let y ∈ α(u1).

a) Suppose that [ϕ(y)] = ai. We set Ψ(y) = ai.
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b) Suppose that the sub-chain [ϕ(y)] contains more than one link, the
first link of this sub-chain is ai, the last aj, that is, [ϕ(y)] = aiBaj.
We assume

Ψ(y) =


aiBaj, if f (ai) = R, f (aj) = L,
aiB, if f (ai) = R, f (aj) 6= L,
Baj, if f (ai) 6= R, f (aj) = L,
B, if f (ai) 6= R, f (aj) 6= L.

Since every broken or unbroken link from the sub-chain [ϕ(y)], ex-
cept, may be the first and the last, it enters [Ψ(y)]r for single r ≥ 1, y
from α(u1), then Ψ(u1) is a subword of Jn and by the definition of the
mapping Ψ, for every y in α(u1), Ψ(y) = [Ψ(y)].

By displaying Ψ, we construct the map Ψ1 : α(u1)→ F1(A), assum-
ing that if Ψ(y) = ai1 . . . aim , then Ψ1(y) = xi1 . . . xim .

Then Ψ1(y) is a subword of Jn−1 and the length of [Ψ1(u1)] is less
than the length [Ψ(u)], therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, u1 is a
blocking word and there exists a B-mapping of the word u1.

Let G(u1) be the subword of Zr. We construct the map G1 : α(u)→
F1(Ξ) and prove that this is a B-map of the word u1.

We introduce the mapping H : Ξ → F1(Ξ) by setting H(ξi) =
Ztξi+t+1Ztξt+1 (t is taken from Definition 8). It is easy to see that H(Zr)
is a subword of Zr+t+1 and therefore H(G(u1)) is a subword of Zr+t+1.

Definition 10. For each y /∈ α(u1) we set G1(y) = C(ϕ(y)) (the map C is
given in definition 8).

Let y ∈ α(u1).

a) ϕ(y) is a subword of ai for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Suppose that ai =
mϕ(y)s, H(G(y)) = ZtbZtξt+1. Then we set G1(y) = pbC(mϕ(y)),
where p denotes the word obtained from the word C(ϕ(y)s) by discarding
the last letter ξt+1. Note that H(G(y)) is a subword of Zr+t+1 and G1(y)
is the subword of H(G(y)).

b) Let the chain [ϕ(y)] contain more than one link, the first link of this sub-
chain ai, the last aj, that is, [ϕ(y)] = aiBaj, ϕ(y) = mBs. Suppose that
H(G((y)) = ZtbZtξt+1. We denote by p the word obtained from C(m)
by discarding the last letter xit+1. We believe:

G1(x) =


pbC(s), if f (ai) = R, f (aj) = L,
pbZtξt+1C(s), if f (ai) = R, f (aj) 6= L,
C(m)ZtbC(s), if f (ai) 6= R, f (aj) = L,
C(m)ZtbZtξt+1C(s), if f (ai) 6= R, f (aj) 6= L.
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Lemma 3. For the constructed map G1 : α(u) → F1(Ξ), the word G1(u) is
the subword Ztξt+1H(G(u1))Zt.

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the length of the word u1.
By Lemma 2 the word u1 is not empty. Let u1 be the one-letter word x,
H(G(x)) = ZtbtZtξt+1, and u1 be obtained from the word u = dxh by
deleting the subwords d, h. Each of the chains [ϕ(d)], [ϕ(h)] contains no
more than two links. To be specific, let [ϕ(d)] = ai and [ϕ(h)] = ajam (other
cases are treated similarly). We write ai, ajam in the form ai = k1 ϕ(d)k2,
ajam = r1 ϕ(h)r2. Since the letters of the subword h were deleted from the
word u, then ϕ(h) does not contain the occurrence of the major basis base
letter aj and does not contain the occurrence of the major basis letter am.
Suppose that f (ai) 6= R (we similarly consider the case when f (ai) = R).
Since the link aj is not the last in the chain [ϕ(u)] and the letters of the
word h are deleted from u, then f (aj) = L and f (am) = 0.

By the Definition 10, G1(x) = C(k2)ZtbC(r1), G1(d) = C(ϕ(d)),
G1(h) = C(ϕ(h)). Therefore, G1(dxh) = C(ϕ(d))C(k2)ZtbC(r1)C(ϕ(h)),
where C(ϕ(d))C(k2) is the right subword of C(ai) = Ztξt+1, and
C(r1)C(ϕ(h)) is the left subword of Ztξt+1Zt containing Ztξt+1. The in-
duction base is proved.

Suppose that the word u1 has the form u1 = s1xyw1, where x, y ∈
α(u1) and u1 is obtained from the word u = sxvyw by deleting the by-
word v and some other letters from the words s, w. Let G(u1) = b1b2
be the subword of Zr, where G(s1x) = b1, G(yw1) = b2. By the induc-
tion hypothesis, G1(sx) is the subword Ztξt+1H(G(s1x))Zt and G1(yw)
is the subword Ztξt+1H(G(yw1))Zt. The letters of the word v are deleted
from u when getting u1, therefore [ϕ(v)] contains no more than two links.
Suppose that [ϕ(v)] = ai (the case where [ϕ(v)] is empty or contains two
links, is treated similarly ). Write the word ai in the form: ai = k1[ϕ(v)]k2.
Let H(G(s1x)) = Ztb1Ztξt+1, H(G(yw1)) = Ztb2Ztξt+1.

a) Suppose that f (ai) = R. Then by Def. 10, G1(sx) = d1b1Ztξt+1C(k1),
G1(yw) = pb2d2 where p is the word obtained from C(k2) (Def. 8)
by discarding the last letter ξt+1 and d1, d2— the subword Zt+1. But
C(k1)C(ϕ(v))p = Zt, and therefore, G1(sxvyw) = d1b1Zt+1b2d2.

b) Suppose that f (ai) = L. Then, by Def. 10, G1(sx) = d1b1C(k1),
G1(yw) = C(k2)Ztb2d2. But C(k1)[ϕ(v)]k2) = Ztξt+1 therefore
G1(sxvyw) = d1b1Zt+1b2d2.

c) Suppose that f (ai) = 0. Since ai is a broken link that is not extreme
in the chain [Ψ1(u1)], then either [ϕ(x)] = ai , or [ϕ(y)] = ai.
If [ϕ(x)] = ai, the proof is the same as in case b). If [ϕ(y)] = ai, then
the proof is similar to the case a).
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Lemma 3 is proved.

Thus, the map G1 : α(u)→ F1(Ξ) is a B-map of u, and the proposi-
tion is proved.

It follows that if u is a non-blocking word with the number of differ-
ent letters α(u), then the infinite set of words Jm, m = 1, 2, . . . does not
contain the values of the word u, that is, u is avoided in the alphabet
containing 2α(u) + 4 letters.

The theorem is proved.
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Abstract. This note discusses a computational method for con-
structing finite projective planes.

There are a number of interesting problems concerning finite non-
desarguean projective planes. One would hope that these problems
would admit an algebraic, or geometric, or combinatorial solution. But it
may just be that the existence, or non-existence, of certain types of planes
is an accident of nature. With that in mind, since 1999 the author has been
trying various computer programs to construct non-desarguean projec-
tive planes. While all these attempts have failed, hope springs eternal,
and this note describes a set of problems and some ideas for addressing
them.

This note is based on a talk given to the Courant Institute geome-
try seminar in October 2017. The author appreciates the hospitality and
encouragement from the participants of the seminar.

1 Basics

Recall that a projective plane is an incidence structure of points and lines
satisfying these axioms.

– Two points determine a unique line.
– Two lines intersect in a unique point.
– There exist four points with no three on a line.

Each finite plane has an order n such that there are

– n + 1 points on each line,
– n + 1 lines through each point,
– n2 + n + 1 total points,
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– n2 + n + 1 total lines.

An elementary construction allows us to construct a projective plane
starting from the affine plane over any division ring. Indeed, every pro-
jective plane can be coordinatized by a ternary ring [11]. For the basic
combinatorics and coordinatization of projective planes, see [1,6,12].

Desargues’ Law, a property that holds in some projective planes
and not others, is illustrated in Figure 1 and explained in the caption.
Planes that satisfy Desargues’ Law are called desarguean. A projective
plane is desarguean if and only if it can be coordinatized by a division
ring. Thus from finite fields we obtain projective planes of order q for any
prime power q > 1. The same construction yields non-desarguean pro-
jective planes coordinatized by various quasi-fields; these are of prime
power order q ≥ 9.

p

b0

a0

b1

a1

b2

a2

c2

c1
c0

Fig. 1. Desargues’ Law: If the lines a0 ∨ b0, a1 ∨ b1, and a2 ∨ b2 intersect in a point
p, then the points c0, c1, and c2 are colinear, where ci = (aj ∨ ak) ∧ (bj ∨ bk) for
{i, j, k} = {0, 1, 2}. In a failure of Desargues’ Law, the lines c0 ∨ c1, c0 ∨ c2, and
c1 ∨ c2 are distinct.

There are four isomorphism types of planes of order 9, including
the one coordinatized by a field of order 9, and a non-desarguean plane
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coordinatized by a Hall quasi-field, and its dual. The fourth type, the
Hughes plane, admits no such nice description.

A classic result of Bruck and Ryser [3] shows that some orders are
impossible: If n ≡ 1 or 2 mod 4 and there is a plane of order n, then n is
a sum of two squares. Beyond the Bruck-Ryser Theorem, only one more
restriction is known: Lam, Theil and Swiercz [13] proved that there is no
plane of order 10.

That leaves the existence of a projective plane of the following or-
ders unknown: 12, 15, 18, 20, 24, 26, 28, ...

A subplane of a finite projective plane need not have order divid-
ing the order of the plane. Indeed, H. Neumann showed that every Hall
plane has a subplane of order 2 (see [10]).

2 Partial projective planes

A partial projective plane is a collection of points and lines, and an inci-
dence relation, so that

– two points lie on at most one line,
– two lines intersect in at most one point.

M. Hall showed that every finite partial plane can be extended to a pro-
jective plane (usually infinite) [11]. In retrospect, it is not hard to see how
to build this free extension.

Now projective planes correspond to simple, complemented, mod-
ular lattices of height 3. To form a projective plane from such a lattice,
take the points to be the elements of height 1, and the lines to be the el-
ements of height 2. Upper semimodularity means that 2 points join to
a unique line, while lower semimodularity means that 2 lines meet in
a unique point. Simplicity guarantees that there are 4 points in general
position.

This suggests that we employ partial planes that are meet semilat-
tices. A semiplane is a collection of lines and points, with an incidence
relation, such that any two lines intersect in a unique point. A canonical
example of a semiplane is formed by taking any subset of the lines of a
plane, together with the points that are intersections of those lines.

3 Four questions

That brings us to four basic questions about finite projective planes.
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– Is there a finite projective plane of non-prime-power order (necessar-
ily non-desarguean)?

– Is there a non-desarguean plane of prime order?
– Does every finite non-desarguean plane contain a subplane of order

2?
– Does every finite partial plane have an extension to a finite plane?

If we fix a desired order n, the general plan for extending a finite
partial plane to a plane of order n is straightforward enough.

– Start with a semiplane that contains your desired configuration (e.g.,
a failure of Desargues’ Law or a plane of order 2).

– As long as possible add lines, with their intersections with existing
lines, one at a time, keeping a semiplane structure and at most n + 1
points-per-line.

– Intersections can be new points or old points.
– If you get n2 + n + 1 lines, the semiplane is a plane [5].
– Otherwise, when adding a line is no longer possible, back up and try

again.

Did we mention that you should be patient, as the program could take
tens of thousands of years?

Nonetheless, there is a simple turnaround criterion from [14]. Given
n and a semiplane Π = 〈P0, L0,≤0〉, define

ρn(Π) = ∑
`∈L0

rΠ(`) + n2 + n + 1− |P0| − |L0|(n + 1)

where rΠ(`) denotes the number of points on the line ` in the semiplane
Π. If Π = 〈P0, L0,≤0〉 can be extended to a projective plane Σ = 〈P, L,≤〉
of order n, then

ρn(Π) = |{p ∈ P : p � ` for all ` ∈ L0}|.

Hence Π can be extended to a projective plane of order n only if ρn(Π) ≥
0.

There are nice extension theorems for some types of partial struc-
tures, summarized in Chapter 9 of Dénes and Keedwell [7], and updated
in [8]. We note especially the results of Bruck [2] and Dow [9]. For a logi-
cal approach, see Conant and Kruckman [4].
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4 Non-desarguean planes

In order to apply this program to construct a non-desarguean plane of
questionable order, we must first extend a non-desarguean configuration
to a semi-plane. A non-desarguean configuration has 10 points and 12
lines, see Figure 1. To form a semiplane, those lines can intersect in vari-
ous ways: the intersections could be new points or old ones. The result is
a semiplane with 12 lines and between 20 and 37 points. Seffrood proved
that there are 875 such non-desarguean semiplanes, which fall into 105
isomorphism classes. For some pairs (A,B) of the 105 types, if a plane
contains a semiplane of type A then it contains one of type B. There are
15 non-desarguean semiplanes that are minimal in the sense that every
non-desarguean plane must contain one of these 15 semiplanes. Thus a
program to construct finite non-desarguean planes can use one of these
15 minimal semiplanes as a starting configuration. (The results in this
paragraph are from Seffrood and Nation [14].)

So far, our programs have yielded

– semiplanes of order 11 with 40 lines (a plane has 133 lines),
– semiplanes of order 12 with 44 lines (a plane has 157 lines),
– semiplanes of order 13 with 48 lines (a plane has 183 lines),
– a semiplane of order 15 with 56 lines (a plane has 241 lines).

Most of these semiplanes have the full number of points.
This is not as bad as it first seems. When we tested the program by

constructing a Hall plane of order 9, it turned out that once the semiplane
had 35 lines, from that point on there was a unique choice for how to
extend it with a new line. Thus the program extended the semiplane with
35 lines to a plane with 91 lines in a matter of seconds. Hence we suggest
the following problem:

Find f (n) such that every semiplane with at least f (n) lines and at most
n + 1 points-per-line can be extended to a plane of order n.

There are results of this nature for latin squares. A projective plane
of order n can be constructed from a set of n − 1 mutually orthogonal
n× n latin squares (MOLS), and vice versa [7,8]. Shrikhande [15] proved
that, for n > 4, any set of n− 3 mutually orthogonal n× n latin squares
can be extended to a complete set of n− 1 MOLS, and Bruck [2] proved
the same result for any collection of n− 1− (2n)

1
4 MOLS. (See Chapter 9

of [7].)
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5 Other starting configurations

Pappus’ Law is illustrated in Figure 2 and explained in the caption. A de-
sarguean plane can be coordinatized by a division ring; that division ring
is commutative if and only if the plane satisfies Pappus’ Law. Since every
finite division ring is a field, this suggests that we start with a semiplane
generated by a failure of Pappus’ Law. A non-pappian configuration has
9 points and 11 lines, so there should be fewer options for completing it
to a semiplane.

b0 b1 b2

a0

a1

a2

c2 c1

c0

Fig. 2. Pappus’ Law: If the points a0, a1, and a2 are colinear, and the points b0,
b1, and b2 are colinear, then the points c0, c1, and c2 are colinear, where ci =
(aj ∨ bk) ∧ (bj ∨ ak) for {i, j, k} = {0, 1, 2}. In a failure of Pappus’ Law, c0 ∨ c1,
c0 ∨ c2, and c1 ∨ c2 are three distinct lines.

Hanna Neumann’s Fano planes sitting inside Hall planes suggests
another idea: What happens if you start with a plane of order 2 and try to
extend it to a plane of order n? A starting semiplane with a Fano plane and
one extra line would have 8 lines and 14 points as the only option.

Freese tried a variation on this theme, with a program to look for
intermediate subplanes in a Hall plane, between a Fano subplane and
the whole Hall plane [10]. Perhaps it is time to revisit this approach.
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A theorem from folklore is that if a plane of order n has a subplane
of order r < n, then either n = r2 or n ≥ r2 + r. Thus possibly a plane
of order 3 could be extended to a non-desarguean plane of order 12 or
more.

6 Conclusion

Of course, if a non-desarguean projective plane of a given order does not
exist, then no amount of subtle programming will matter. Nonetheless,
it seems prudent to complement attempts to prove that they don’t exist
with searches to find them, in hopes that one or the other will succeed!
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Abstract. The problem whether every finite lattice is representable
as the congruence lattice of a finite algebra has been reduced to a
group theoretic question: whether every finite lattice occurs as an
interval in the subgroup lattice of a finite group. Based on works
of R. Baddeley, A. Lucchini, F. Börner, J. Shareshian, and M. As-
chbacher the problem can be further reduced to two particular
cases: intervals in subgroup lattices of finite groups where the group
is either almost simple or a twisted wreath product of a restricted
type. So the group theoretic construction of twisted wreath prod-
ucts introduced by B. H. Neumann in 1963 seems to play a crucial
role in dealing with the finite congruence lattice problem.

1 The Finite Congruence Lattice Problem

A famous unsolved problem in universal algebra asks whether every
finite lattice is isomorphic to the congruence lattice of a finite algebra.
Since finite lattices are obviously algebraic, it follows from the funda-
mental Grätzer–Schmidt Theorem [7] that every finite lattice is the con-
gruence lattice of some algebra. However, all known proofs of the
Grätzer–Schmidt Theorem construct infinite algebras in almost all cases.
P. Pudlák and the author [13] have shown that the finiteness problem is
equivalent to a group theoretic one:

Problem 1. Is every finite lattice isomorphic to an interval in the sub-
group lattice of a finite group?

For a group G and a subgroup H < G we write

Int(H, G) = {X | H ≤ X ≤ G }

for the lattice of intermediate subgroups (in other words: overgroups of
H), and call it the interval between H and G in the subgroup lattice.
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One direction of the equivalence is obvious. Let G act on the set
of right cosets of the subgroup H, and consider each permutation in G
as an operation with one variable. Then the congruences are exactly the
partitions into cosets of subgroups belonging to the interval Int(H, G),
hence the congruence lattice of this multi-unary algebra is isomorphic
to this interval. Concerning the reverse implication, it should be empha-
sized that we do not claim that the congruence lattices of finite algebras
are (up to isomorphism) the same as the intervals in subgroup lattices
of finite groups. What we proved is that if all finite lattices can be repre-
sented as congruence lattices of finite algebras then all finite lattices can
be represented as intervals in subgroup lattices of finite groups. In fact,
we embed any finite lattice into a finite lattice with some useful proper-
ties, and then we show that the smallest algebra with a congruence lattice
having these properties is a transitive permutation group considered as
a multi-unary algebra.

It was shown by Jiřı́ Tůma [17] that every algebraic lattice is iso-
morphic to an interval in the subgroup lattice of an infinite group. So it
is the finiteness of the group what seems to constitute a severe restriction.
Therefore, it is generally believed that the answer to the finite congruence
lattice problem is negative.

2 Twisted Wreath Products

The notion of twisted wreath product was introduced by B. H. Neu-
mann [10] in 1963. At first glance his definition looks quite complicated.
M. Suzuki [16, Chapter 2, §10] presented a more elegant treatment of this
construction. In [12] we gave a natural explanation for the occurrence
of twisted wreath products. Although originally Neumann used twisted
wreath products for constructing infinite groups with peculiar proper-
ties, here in the present paper we will stick to finite groups.

Twisted wreath products occur in the O’Nan–Scott–Aschbacher
Theorem on the classification of primitive finite permutation groups.
They were erroneously omitted from the first version [14] of the theorem,
and were only added later to the list in the paper of Michael Aschbacher
and Leonard Scott [2], and independently by László Kovács [8]. (See also
[9].)

The fundamental role of twisted wreath products in the problem
of representing finite lattices as intervals in subgroup lattices of finite
groups was explicitly or implicitly observed in the papers of Robert Bad-
deley and Andrea Lucchini [4], Baddeley [3], Ferdinand Börner [5], John
Shareshian [15], and Michael Aschbacher [1].
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The ingredients of the twisted wreath product are the following:
(finite) groups D (the domain) and T (the target), a subgroup D0 ≤ D
and a homomorphism ϕ : D0 → Aut(T) into the automorphism group
of T. Let us decompose D = D0x1 ∪ D0x2 ∪ · · · ∪ D0xm into a disjoint
union of right cosets. Now let

Sdp(D0, ϕ) = { f : D → T | f (axi) = ϕa(ti), a ∈ D0, ti ∈ T, 1 ≤ i ≤ m}.

It is easy to check that Sdp(D0, ϕ) is a D-invariant subdirect product in
TD, where D acts on TD via the natural action f d(x) = f (xd−1) for f ∈
TD, d, x ∈ D. The twisted wreath product of T and D with respect to the
subgroup D0 ≤ D and the homomorphism ϕ : D0 → Aut(T) is defined
as the semidirect product

Twr(T, D, D0, ϕ) = Sdp(D0, ϕ)oD.

3 The Reduction Theorem

Slighly improving Börner’s result [5, Theorem 6.1] — by using a differ-
ent lattice embedding lemma — we gave a proof [12] of the following
reduction theorem.

Theorem 1. Every finite lattice is isomorphic to an interval in the subgroup
lattice of a finite group if and only if one of the following is true:

(1) Every finite lattice consisting of more than one element is isomorphic
to an interval Int(H, G) in the subgroup lattice of an almost simple finite
group G with a core-free subgroup H (that is,

⋂
g∈G g−1Hg = 1).

(2) Every finite lattice consisting of more than one element is isomorphic
to an interval Int(D, G) in the subgroup lattice of a twisted wreath product
G = Twr(T, D, D0, ϕ) of a non-abelian finite simple group T and a finite group
D with respect to a subgroup D0 < D and a homomorphism ϕ : D0 → Aut(T)
satisfying ϕ(D0) ≥ Inn(T), the group of inner automorphisms of T.

With some extra work one can show also (as it was done by
Börner [5]) that in case (2) we can force D0 to be core-free in D.

We should note that the proof uses the classification of finite simple
groups via one of its well-known consequences, Schreier’s Hypothesis,
claiming that the outer automorphism group Out(T) = Aut(T)/ Inn(T)
of every finite non-abelian simple group T is solvable.

As for many questions in finite group theory it would be desirable
to reduce the problem to case (1) of almost simple groups (groups G
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with a simple normal subgroup T with CG(T) = 1). However, it seems
inevitable to consider also certain twisted wreath products.

On the lattice theoretical side the proof does not use any deep con-
siderations. If there is a lattice L1 not representable with an almost simple
group as in case (1) of the theorem, and another lattice L2 that cannot be
represented as an interval as in case (2), then one constructs a lattice that
cannot be represented as an interval in the subgroup lattice of any finite
group, see Figure 1. (Here Ld denotes the dual of the lattice L and L̂ refers
to a suitable extension of L that is generated by its coatoms and contains
L as a filter.)
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Fig. 1. A possibly non-representable lattice

4 Intervals in the Subgroup Lattice of a Twisted Wreath
Product

In case (2) of Theorem 1 one can describe the interval Int(D, G) in the fol-
lowing way. If D < X ≤ G = Twr(T, D, D0, ϕ), then X = Sdp(D1, ϕ1)o
D for some subgroup D0 ≤ D1 ≤ D and homomorphism ϕ1 : D1 →
Aut(T) extending ϕ. Moreover, Sdp(D1, ϕ1)o D ≤ Sdp(D2, ϕ2)o D iff
D1 ≥ D2 and ϕ1|D2

= ϕ2. Hence we obtain:
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Theorem 2. Let G = Twr(T, D, D0, ϕ) be the twisted wreath product of a
non-abelian finite simple group T and a finite group D with respect to a sub-
group D0 < D and a homomorphism ϕ : D0 → Aut(T) satisfying ϕ(D0) ≥
Inn(T). Then the interval Int(D, G) in the subgroup lattice of G is dually iso-
morphic to the lattice formed by all extensions of ϕ to subgroups of D together
with a largest element added.

The largest element on the top of all extensions corresponds to D ∈
Int(D, G) by the dual isomorphism.

For example, let A5 and S5 denote the alternating and the symmet-
ric group of degree 5, and let T = A5, D = S5 × A5, D0 = diag(A5) =
{(a, a) | a ∈ A5} < D, and fix an embedding ϕ : D0 ∼= A5 → Aut(T) ∼=
S5. It is easy to see that the subgroups of D containing D0 are D0 =
diag(A5), A5 × A5, and D = S5 × A5. Now ϕ has two extensions to
A5 × A5, corresponding to the first and the second projection. Likewise,
there are two extensions to S5 × A5. Together with the additional top el-
ement this gives a hexagon lattice, see Figure 2 (where a, b ∈ A5, s ∈ S5).

(a, b) 7→ a u(s, b) 7→ s u
(a, a) 7→ a u

TOP
u

(a, b) 7→ bu (s, b) 7→ bu�
��@

@@

@
@@�

��

Fig. 2. A representation for the hexagon lattice

Hence by Theorem 2 the interval Int(D, G) in the subgroup lattice
of G = Twr(A5, S5 × A5, diag(A5), ϕ) is the hexagon lattice.

Actually, Aschbacher was motivated by a paper of Yasuo Watatani,
[18], where it was proved that whenever a lattice can be represented as
an interval in a subgroup lattice of a finite group, then it also occurs as
a lattice of intermediate subfactors of a von Neumann algebra. With the
exception of two lattices, Watatani was able to find intervals isomorphic
to every lattice with at most six elements. One of the missing cases was
the hexagon lattice. Aschbacher [1] gave a general construction whose
particular cases provided examples for the hexagon and for the other six-
element lattice Watatani was not able to handle. Aschbacher’s example
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was slighly different from ours, he used D = A6× A6 instead of S5× A5
(but the same T, D0, and ϕ). The hexagon also occurs in the subgroup
lattice of a simple group, for example, as the interval of overgroups of
a solvable subgroup of order 55 in the alternating group A11, see [11,
p. 477].1

5 Open Cases

William DeMeo [6] found representations of all lattices consisting of at
most 7 elements, with two exceptions shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Open cases

So currently these are the smallest lattices for which no represen-
tation as an interval in the subgroup lattice of a finite group is known.
(However, he showed that the lattice on the left hand side is the congru-
ence lattice of a finite algebra.)

John Shareshian [15] suggested some candidates for lattices that
may not be representable as intervals in subgroup lattices of finite groups.
The smallest among these lattices is shown in Figure 4.
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Abstract. Starting with Ω-sets where Ω is a complete lattice, we
introduce the notion of an Ω-algebra. This is a classical algebra
equipped with an Ω-valued equality replacing the ordinary one.
In these new structures identities hold as appropriate lattice-theoretic
formulas. Our investigation is related to weak congruences of the
basic algebra to which a generalized equality is associated. Namely
every Ω-algebra uniquely determines a closure system in the lat-
tice of weak congruences of the basic algebra. By this correspon-
dence we formulate a representation theorem for Ω-algebras.

Keywords: Ω-algebra, Ω-group, lattice-valued, weak congruence.

1 Introduction

The topic of this research is Ω-valued algebraic structures, where Ω is a
complete lattice.

Our research originates in the theory of Ω-sets. These structures
appeared in 1979 in the paper [6] by Fourman and Scott. Introducing
Ω-sets, they intended to use them for modeling intuitionistic logic, anal-
ogously to the application of Boolean-valued models in first-order logic.
An Ω-set is a nonempty set A equipped with an Ω-valued equality E,
with truth-values in a complete Heyting algebra Ω. E is a symmetric and
transitive function from A2 to Ω. In this framework, Ω-sets consist of so
called ’partial elements’, since E(a, a) is understood as a ’probability’ of
a ∈ A, and E is not reflexive (not constantly equal 1 for pairs (x, x)). Ω-
sets have been further applied to non-classical predicate logics, and also
partially in theoretical foundations of fuzzy set theory ([7,8]).

∗Research supported by Ministry of Education and Science, Republic of Ser-
bia, Grant No. 174013.
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Another source of our investigation is the concept of algebras with
fuzzy equality, introduced by Bělohlávek and Vychodil ([1]). Following
the philosophy of fuzzy mathematics, they use a complete residuated lat-
tice L as a truth-values structure (called also a membership-values struc-
ture) and equip a nonempty set A with a particular L-valued equality
which should replace the characteristic function of the classical equality.
Adding operations to this structure they obtain so-called L-algebras. The
corresponding equational logic is the one by Pavelka ([10]). Basic parts of
universal algebra are presented in this framework, including a Birkoff-
like variety theorem. Observe that here an L-valued equality is reflexive
(equal 1 for pairs (x, x), x ∈ A).

Algebraic topics have been investigated in the framework of lattice-
valued structures, see e.g., Kuraoka and Suzuki [9]. A generalized equal-
ity was used in particular by Demirci ([5]), Bělohlávek and Vychodil ([1])
and others.

Introducing Ω-algebras, we use Ω-sets and in our approach Ω is
a complete lattice (not necessarily a Heyting algebra). A reason for this
membership-values structure is that it allows the use of cut-sets as a tool
appearing in the fuzzy set theory. In this setting, main algebraic and set-
theoretic notions and their properties can be generalized from their clas-
sical origin to the lattice-valued framework. So we deal also with lattice-
valued structures. Still the main reason for using a complete lattice as a
co-domain comes from the representation theorems that we prove here.
In this construction the lattice of truth-values for an Ω-algebra is closely
related to the weak-congruence lattice of the basic, underlying algebra
and it could be any algebraic lattice.

Identities for lattice-valued structures with a fuzzy equality were
introduced in [1] with graded satisfiability. Our approach was introduced
in [13], and then developed in [2]. In this framework, an identity holds if
the corresponding lattice-theoretic formula is fulfilled. An identity may
hold on a lattice-valued algebra, while the underlying classical algebra
need not satisfy the same identity.

In the present note we give basic features for Ω-algebras and we
prove representation theorems for Ω-algebras in general.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

An algebra is denoted by A = (A, F), where A is a nonempty set and
F is a set of (fundamental) operations on A. We deal with terms, term-
operations, and identities in the given language as formulas t1 ≈ t2,
where t1, t2 are terms in the same language.

In addition to congruences, we use weak congruences on A as
symmetric and transitive subalgebras of A2; a weak congruence on A
is obviously a congruence on the subalgebra determined by its domain.
The collection Conw(A) of all weak congruences on an algebra A is an
algebraic lattice under inclusion ([11,3,4]).

2.2 Ω-valued sets and relations

By (Ω,∧,∨,6) we denote a complete lattice with the top and the bottom
elements, 1 and 0, respectively.

If A is a nonempty set, then an Ω-valued function µ on A is a map
µ : A→ Ω. For x ∈ A, µ(x) is a degree of membership of x to µ.

For p ∈ L, a cut set or a p-cut of an Ω-valued function µ : A → Ω
is a subset µp of A which is the inverse image of the principal filter ↑p in
Ω: µp = µ−1(↑p) = {x ∈ X | µ(x) > p}.

An Ω-valued (binary) relation R on A is an Ω-valued function on
A2, i.e., it is a mapping R : A2 → Ω. As above, for p ∈ Ω, a cut Rp of R is
the binary relation on A, which is the inverse image of ↑p: Rp = R−1(↑p).
R is symmetric if R(x, y) = R(y, x) for all x, y ∈ A, and transitive if
R(x, y) > R(x, z) ∧ R(z, y) for all x, y, z ∈ A.

Lemma 1 ([12]). An Ω-valued binary relation R on A is symmetric (transi-
tive) if and only if all cuts of R are classical symmetric (transitive) relations on
A.

A symmetric and transitive Ω-valued relation on A fulfills the strictness
property:

R(x, y) 6 R(x, x) ∧ R(y, y), (1)

Strictness can be understood as a weak reflexivity of R. Therefore, a sym-
metric and transitive Ω-valued relation on A is a weak Ω-valued equiv-
alence on A.

If µ : A→ Ω is an Ω-valued function on A, then the map R : A2 →
Ω on A is an Ω-valued relation on µ if for all x, y ∈ A

R(x, y) 6 µ(x) ∧ µ(y). (2)
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An ordinary symmetric and transitive relation is reflexive on its do-
main. Analogously, an Ω-valued relation R on µ : A → Ω is said to be
reflexive on µ if

R(x, x) = µ(x) for every x ∈ A. (3)

A symmetric and transitive Ω-valued relation R on A, which is re-
flexive on µ : A→ Ω is an Ω-valued equivalence on µ.

By (1), if R : A2 → Ω is a weak Ω-valued equivalence on A, then it
is an Ω-valued equivalence on µ : A→ Ω, such that µ(x) = R(x, x). The
Ω-valued function µ is said to be determined by R.

A weak Ω-valued equivalence R on A is a weak Ω-valued equality,
if it satisfies the separation property:

If R(x, x) 6= 0, then R(x, y) = R(x, x) implies x = y. (4)

Remark 1. The separation property is in [6] introduced by a weaker con-
dition:

R(x, y) = R(x, x) = R(y, y) implies x = y.

Analogously, an Ω-valued equivalence on µ : A→ Ω satisfying (4) is an
Ω-valued equality on µ.

If A = (A, F) is an algebra and µ : A → Ω an Ω-valued function
on A, then µ is compatible with the operations in F, if for every n-ary
operation f ∈ F, for all a1, . . . , an ∈ A, and for every constant (nullary
operation) c ∈ F

n∧
i=1

µ(ai) 6 µ( f (a1, . . . , an)), and µ(c) = 1. (5)

Further, an Ω-valued relation R : A2 → Ω on A is compatible with
the operations in F if for every n-ary operation f ∈ F, for all a1, . . . , an,
b1, . . . , bn ∈ A, and for every constant c ∈ F

n∧
i=1

R(ai, bi) 6 R( f (a1, . . . , an), f (b1, . . . , bn)), and R(c, c) = 1. (6)

The following is straightforward.

Lemma 2. Let A = (A, F) be an algebra.
An Ω-valued function µ : A → Ω on A is compatible with all the opera-

tions in F, if and only if for every p ∈ Ω, µp is a subalgebra of A.
Similarly, an Ω-valued relation R : A2 → Ω on A is compatible with all

the operations in F, if and only if for every p ∈ Ω, Rp is compatible with all the
operations in F.
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3 Ω-algebras

3.1 Ω-set and Ω-algebra; identities

An Ω-set (originating from [6]) is a pair (A, E), where A is a nonempty
set, and E is a symmetric and transitive Ω-valued relation on A, fulfilling
the separation property (4).

We also say that (A, E) is a lattice-valued set, without particularly
fixing the co-domain lattice. As defined above, the Ω-valued function
µ : A→ Ω on A, given by µ(x) = E(x, x), is determined by E, which is a
weak Ω-valued equivalence on A. But E is also an Ω-valued equality on
µ. Therefore, we say that in an Ω-set (A, E), E is an Ω-valued equality.

Lemma 3. Every cut Ep, p ∈ Ω, of the Ω-valued equality in an Ω-set (A, E)
is an equivalence relation on the corresponding cut µp of µ.

A pair A = (A, E) is an Ω-algebra if A = (A, F) is an algebra,
(A, E) is an Ω-set and E is compatible with the operations in F. A is the
underlying, basic algebra of A.

If we do not fix Ω, we say that A = (A, E) is a lattice-valued alge-
bra.

Proposition 1 ([2]). Let (A, E) be an Ω-algebra. Then:
(i ) The Ω-valued function µ determined by E is compatible with the

fundamental operations on A.
(ii ) For every p ∈ Ω, the cut µp of µ is a subalgebra of A, and
(iii ) Every cut of E is a weak congruence on A, namely for p ∈ E, Ep is

a congruence on µp.

Identities hold on Ω-algebras in a particular way, as introduced in
[13]. Recall that in the equational logic, the relational symbol ≈ in an
identity u ≈ v is modeled by the classical equality ” = ”. In the frame-
work of Ω-algebras, this relational symbol corresponds to the Ω-equality
E, as follows.

Let (A, E) be an Ω-algebra and u(x1, . . . , xn) ≈ v(x1, . . . , xn), briefly
u ≈ v be an identity in the type ofA. We assume, as usual, that variables
appearing in terms u and v are from x1, . . . , xn. Then, (A, E) satisfies
identity u ≈ v (i.e., this identity holds on (A, E)) if

n∧
i=1

µ(ai) 6 E(u(a1, . . . , an), v(a1, . . . , an)), (7)

for all a1, . . . , an ∈ A and the term-operations on A corresponding to
terms u and v respectively.
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If Ω-algebra (A, E) satisfies an identity, this identity need not hold
on A, but the converse holds: An identity u ≈ v fulfilled on an algebra
A holds on an Ω-algebra (A, E) as well.

Theorem 1 ([2]). Let (A, E) be an Ω-algebra, and F a set of identities in the
language of A. Then, (A, E) satisfies all identities in F if and only if for every
p ∈ L the quotient algebra µp/Ep satisfies the same identities.

Corollary 1. If a diagonal relation ∆A = {(a, a) | a ∈ A} is a cut of E, then
each identity fulfilled by an Ω-algebraA = (A, E) also holds on the underlying
algebra A.

Proof. Follows by Theorem 1: if Ep = ∆A for some p ∈ Ω, then quotient
algebra µp/Ep is isomorphic to A. ut

By Corollary 1, we are interested in Ω-algebras which do not con-
tain a copy of the underlying algebra among quotient substructures. An
Ω-algebra A = (A, E) is said to be proper if ∆A is not a cut of E.

Theorem 2. A = (A, E) is a proper Ω-algebra if and only if

there are a, b ∈ A, a 6= b, such that E(a, b) >
∧
{E(x, x) | x ∈ A}. (8)

Proof. Suppose that for all a, b, a 6= b, we have E(a, b) 6∈ ↑∧{E(x, x) |
x ∈ A}. Then for p = ↑∧{E(x, x) | x ∈ A}, the cut Ep does not contain
any pair (a, b) with a 6= b. Obviously, for every z ∈ A, (z, z) ∈ Ep. Hence,
A is not a proper Ω-algebra.

Conversely, suppose that A is not a proper Ω-algebra, i.e., that ∆A
is a cut of E, ∆A = Ep for some p ∈ Ω. Then E(x, x) > p for every x ∈ A
and

∧
x∈A E(x, x) > p. Since ∆A = Ep, there are no a, b, a 6= b, such that

(a, b) ∈ Ep. Therefore, E(a, b) 6> p and (8) does not hold. ut

3.2 Representation

Recall that a closure system on a nonempty set X is a collection of subsets
of X closed under set intersections (including

⋂
∅ which is X). It is a

complete lattice under inclusion.

Proposition 2. The collection of cuts of E in an Ω-algebra A = (A, E) is a
closure system on A2, a subposet of the weak congruence lattice Conw(A) ofA.

Proof. By (iii) in Proposition 1, the cuts of E are weak congruences onA.
The collection of cuts is closed under intersection, namely,

⋂
i Epi = E∨i pi ,

which is a property of every lattice-valued function (see e.g., [12]). The
greatest element is the cut E0 = A2. ut
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Theorem 3 (Representation). Let A be an algebra and R a closure sys-
tem in Conw(A) such that

if a 6= b, then (a, b) 6∈
⋂
{R ∈ R | (a, a) ∈ R} for all a, b ∈ A. (9)

Then there is a complete lattice Ω and an Ω-algebra (A, E) with the un-
derlying algebra A, such thatR consists of cuts of E.

Proof. We take Ω to be the starting collection R of weak congruences
ordered by the dual of inclusion, ⊇. Being a closure system, (R,⊇) is a
complete lattice. Next, we define E : A2 → Ω:

E(a, b) :=
⋂
(R ∈ R | (a, b) ∈ R) for all a, b ∈ A. (10)

Now we have that ER = R (the cut determined by R considered as an
element of Ω, coincides with R as a weak congruence), which could be
checked straightforwardly. Next, by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, E is sym-
metric, transitive Ω-valued relation on A, compatible with the operations
in F. Now we prove the separation property, i.e., that E(x, x) 6= 0 and x 6=
y imply that E(x, y) < E(x, x). By strictness we have E(x, y) 6 E(x, x).
Now suppose there are x, y ∈ A, such that x 6= y and E(x, y) = E(x, x).
Then

E(x, y) =
⋂
(R ∈ R | (x, y) ∈ R) =

⋂
(R ∈ R | (x, x) ∈ R).

Hence (x, y) ∈ ⋂(R ∈ R | (x, x) ∈ R), which contradicts (9). ut

For a symmetric and transitive relation R ⊆ A2, we denote by domR the
set {x ∈ A | (x, x) ∈ R}.

Corollary 2. Let A be an algebra and R a closure system in Conw(A) fulfill-
ing condition (9). Let also F be a set of identities in the language of A and
suppose that for every R ∈ R, the algebra domR/R fulfills these identities.
Then there is a complete lattice Ω and an Ω-algebra (A, E), such that R con-
sists of cuts of E and (A, E) satisfies F .

Proof. As in Theorem 3, Ω = (R,⊇), and E : A2 → Ω is defined by (10).
For cuts of E we have ER = R, with R ∈ R. Next, we define µ : A → Ω
by µ(x) = E(x, x), and we get domR = µR. Therefore, for every R ∈
R, we have domR/R = µR/ER. Since by assumption all these quotient
algebras fulfill identities in F , then by Theorem 1, the constructed Ω-
algebra (A, E) also satisfies these identities. ut
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The lattice Ω and the corresponding Ω-algebra described in the proof of
Theorem 3 are said to be obtained by the canonical construction over
the algebra A.

Algebraic properties of Ω-algebras are related to their quotient struc-
tures over cuts of the Ω-valued equality E. Suppose that we have dif-
ferent complete lattices, Ω1 and Ω2 and an algebra A. Let (A, E1) and
(A, E2) be an Ω1-valued algebra and an Ω2-valued algebra respectively.
We say that the structures (A, E1) and (A, E2) are cut-equivalent if their
collections of quotient algebras over cuts of E1 and E2 coincide, i.e., if
for every p ∈ Ω1 there is q ∈ Ω2 such that µ1p/E1p = µ2q/E2q and vice
versa.

We prove in the sequel that for every Ω-algebra there is a
cut-equivalent one obtained by the canonical construction. To do this,
we need the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Let Ω1 and Ω2 be complete lattices, A = (A, F) an algebra and
(A, E1) and (A, E2) Ω1-algebra and Ω2-algebra, respectively. If the collection
of cuts of E1 and E2 coincide, then (A, E1) and (A, E2) are cut-equivalent.

Proof. Clearly, if the cuts of E1 and E2 coincide, then also the correspond-
ing domains of these weak congruences coincide (since µ(x) = E(x, x)),
and therefore the quotient algebras are also the same. ut

Theorem 4. Let A = (A, E) be an Ω-algebra where Ω is an arbitrary com-
plete lattice. Then there is a lattice and a lattice-valued algebra cut-equivalent
with A, obtained by the canonical construction over A.

Proof. Let Ω be a fixed complete lattice and (A, E) be an Ω-algebra, with
the collection {Ep | p ∈ Ω} of cuts of E. We define a new lattice Ω1
by Ω1 = ({Ep | p ∈ Ω},⊇). This lattice is complete since the col-
lection of cuts is a closure system. Next we define E1 : A2 → Ω1 by
E1(x, y) :=

⋂
(R ∈ Ω1 | (x, y) ∈ R). E1 is clearly well defined. In addi-

tion, the cuts of E1 coincide with the cuts of E since by the construction,
if Ep ∈ Ω1, for the corresponding cut of E1 we have E1Ep = Ep. We use
the same construction of E1 as in Theorem 3, therefore E1 is a separated
Ω1-equality. So, (A, E1) is an Ω1-algebra obtained by the canonical con-
struction overA and by Lemma 4, (A, E) and (A, E1) are cut-equivalent.

ut

Example 1. The lattice Ω is given in Fig.1., and the five-element algebra
is A = ({e, a, b, c, d}, · , ′, e) with a constant e , a binary ( · ) and a unary
( ′ ) operation given by the tables. The Ω-algebra is (A, E), the table of E
is also provided, together with its diagonal, compatible function µ.
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· e a b c d
e e a b c d
a a e d a a
b b c c e a
c c c e b b
d d d d d e

′ e a b c d
e a c b d

E e a b c d
e 1 u t t s
a u r 0 0 0
b t 0 q t 0
c t 0 t q 0
d s 0 0 0 p.

µ =

(
e a b c d
1 r q q p

)
.

The cuts of E are either diagonal relations on subalgebras (Eq on {e, b, c}
and Er on { e, a}), or they are full relations on one-, two- or three-element
subalgebras (e.g., Et is a full relation on {e, b, c}). Trivially, E0 is a full re-
lation on the whole algebra. All the corresponding quotient algebras are
groups, hence (A, E) is an Ω-group. Observe that the basic five-element
algebra is not a group.

Example 2. Let Ω be the lattice given by the diagram in Fig.2.
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@
@
@

#
#
#

u
u u u u

u u u u
u

u

1

p r s t

q

u v w x

0

Figure 2

Ω

Consider the symmetric group S3 (given by the table) as the under-
lying algebra. The corresponding Ω-group is (S3, E) where E is given in
the sequel. (S3, E) is a commutative Ω-group, while the basic, underly-
ing algebra is not commutative.
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◦ e f g h j k
e e f g h j k
f f e h g k j
g g j e k f h
h h k f j e g
j j g k e h f
k k h j f g e

E e f g h j k
e 1 x w q q v
f x t u 0 0 u
g w u s 0 0 u
h q 0 0 p q 0
j q 0 0 q p 0
k v u u 0 0 r .

µ =

(
e f g h j k
1 t s p p r

)
.

All the structures µz/Ez, z ∈ Ω are groups of order 3, 2 or 1, hence
Abelian. Therefore, this structure is an Abelian Ω-group, identity x · y ≈
y · x holds as the formula µ(x) ∧ µ(y) 6 E(x · y, y · x).

For the cuts, we have e.g., µp = {e, h, j}, µu = {e, f , g, h, j, k}.

Ep e f g h j k
e 1 0 0 0 0 0
f 0 0 0 0 0 0
g 0 0 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 1 0 0
j 0 0 0 0 1 0
k 0 0 0 0 0 0 .

Eu e f g h j k
e 1 0 0 1 1 0
f 0 1 1 0 0 1
g 0 1 1 0 0 1
h 1 0 0 1 1 0
j 1 0 0 1 1 0
k 0 1 1 0 0 1 .

Hence, Ep is a weak congruence on S3, a diagonal of µp = {e, h, j} and
µp/Ep is a group of order 3. Next, µu is the underlying group S3. Hence,
µu/Eu = {{e, h, j}, { f , g, h}} i.e., it is a two-element quotient group, sim-
ilarly for other cuts.

This Ω-group is obtained by the technique described in Theorem 3.
The closure system i.e., the lattice Ω is Conw(S3) \ ∆S3 , consisting of all
weak congruences on S3 except the diagonal ∆S3 . And the order in this
lattice is dual to the set inclusion.

4 Conclusion

As presented here, our paper is related to structures with generalized
equality and we investigate their algebraic properties. The lattice Ω
mainly generalizes equality and belonging. We do not use it to model
the corresponding logic as it was the case in the basic researches by Four-
man, Scott, Pavelka ([6,10]). This would be our following task. And also,
in the algebraic sense, Birkhoff’s variety theorem should be checked in
this framework.
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Poset of Unlabeled Induced Subgraphs

Scott R. Sykes
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Abstract. The set of all unlabeled induced subgraphs of a finite
graph G can be made into a poset by defining H1 ≤ H2 if H1 is
a subgraph of H2. This paper examines some of the connections
between the graph properties and the order theoretic properties
of this poset. This paper then restricts the class of subgraphs to
only connected induced subgraphs and looks at some of the order
theoretic properties of that poset.

1 Introduction

We will be using the following notations and conventions for the remain-
der of this paper. Let G be a finite graph with V(G) and E(G) its vertex
and edge set respectively. All the subgraphs that we will be consider-
ing will be induced subgraphs. If we list a subset H ⊂ G, we mean the
induced subgraph of G whose vertices are the set H. We will use the
notation US(G) to denote the set of all non-empty unlabeled induced
subgraphs of G. We will let Kn, K1,n, Pn and Cn be the complete, bipartite
complete, path and cycle graphs on n vertices respectively (see [3] for
standard graphs and terms and [1] for lattice theoretic terms). Note that
K3 ∼= C3, K1,1

∼= P2 and K1,2
∼= P3.

In their paper, Walsh and Leach looked at the poset US(G) and
completely characterized for which graphs G this poset was lattice or-
dered. They noted that the paw (on the left of Figure 1) is not lattice-
ordered in their poset since P3 and K1 ∪ P2 are both induced subgraphs
that contain K2 and K1 ∪ K1 and thus inf{P3, K1 ∪ P2} does not exist in
their poset. [2]

We make the following observations about US(G) for any finite
graph G:

1. since the graphs in US(G) are unlabeled, then H1 = H2 in US(G) iff
there exists a graph isomorphism φ : H1 → H2 and the elements of
US(G) are [H], equivalence classes of isomorphic subgraphs
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Fig. 1. Diagrams of a paw (left), a dart (center), and a diamond (right).

2. the 0 element in US(G) is K1 the graph consisting of a single vertex
3. if H ≺ K in US(G), then H can be obtained by deleting a single

vertex from K
4. the only possible atoms are the graphs consisting of 2 vertices, namely,

the connected graph K2 and the disconnected graph K̄2

Using observation 4 above, this means that if G has both at least
one edge and 2 vertices that are not connected by an edge, then the poset
US(G) cannot be a chain since it would have K2 and K̄2 as induced sub-
graphs. The only way a graph G can not have both of the conditions
above is if either every 2 vertices of G are connected by an edge or no
two vertices of G are connected by an edge. The following theorem fol-
lows directly:

Theorem 1. For a finite graph G, the poset US(G) is a chain iff G ∼= Kn or
G ∼= K̄n.

2 Order Theoretic Properties

We will be making use of the following throughout this paper. If a rela-
tion R is defined on the vertex set of G by u R v if φ(u) = v for some
automorphism φ of G, then R is an equivalence relation. The equivalence
classes of R are referred to as orbits, and two vertices that belong to the
same orbit are called similar vertices.
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Lemma 1. Let G be a connected graph and H ∈ US(G). If u, v are similar
vertices of H, then H \ {u} ∼= H \ {v} in US(G).

Proof. Since u, v are similar vertices of H, there exists an automorphism
of H such that φ(u) = v. Since φ is an automorphism, φ : H \ {u} →
H \ {v}. If we let xy be any edge of H \ {u} so it is also an edge in H and
thus G. Since φ is a graph automorphism, this implies that φ(x)φ(y) is
an edge of H and G as well. Since xy is an edge in H \ {u}, we know that
x 6= u and y 6= u and hence that φ(x) 6= v and φ(y) 6= y. Thus, φ(x)φ(y)
is an edge in H \ {v} since it is an induced subgraph of G. Therefore,
H \ {u} ∼= H \ {v} in US(G). ut

One would hope that the above lemma would be an if and only if
statement, however that is not true because of the concept of psuedo-
similar vertices. Two vertices u, v in the vertex set of G are called pseudo-
similar if G \ {u} ∼= G \ {v} but u and v are not similar. Let G be a graph
and V(G) and E(G) the vertex and edge sets of G respectively. If u, v ∈
V(G), we can define a relation by u R v if the graphs G \ {u} ∼= G \ {v}.
It is obvious that R is an equivalence relation on V(G). The equivalence
classes of this relation R we will call the pseudo-orbits of G.

This leads to the following useful order theoretic property:

Theorem 2. Let G be a graph and US(G) be the unlabeled induced subgraphs
of G. If H ∈ US(G) and u, v ∈ V(H), then H \ {u} = H \ {v} in US(G) iff
u, v are in the same pseudo-orbit of H. Thus, the number of lower covers of H
in the poset US(G) is the number of distinct pseudo-orbits of H.

We would now like to define an equivalence relation on the set of
vertices of G that could give us the dual of the concept of pseudo-orbits
discussed above. But that proves troublesome as we explain here. For
this discussion, all the sets are the induced subgraph of G with the given
set as its vertices. If H1 is a labelled subgraph of G, we can define an
equivalence relation on the vertices of G by u R v if H1 ∪{u} ∼= H1 ∪{v}.
However, this paper deals with unlabeled subgraphs. So it is possible
that H1

∼= H2 so that H1 = H2 as unlabeled graphs but that for some
vertex u of G, H1 ∪ {u} 6∼= H2 ∪ {u}. So the above equivalence relation
does not translate to unlabeled subgraphs. The best we can do is to de-
fine an equivalence relation on the vertex u and the graph Hi. So we are
continuing to work on that.
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3 Connected Subgraphs

As was pointed out above, Leach and Walsh showed that the poset for
the paw graph was not lattice ordered. However, the paw graph is a
connected graph and one needs a disconnected graph such as K1 ∪ P2
to show it is not lattice ordered. So the question arises, if we start with
a connected graph G, what happens if we restrict our poset to only the
unlabeled induced subgraphs that are connected. So that is what we will
explore. For the remainder of this paper, let G be a finite connected graph
and we will let CUS(G) be the set of all connected unlabeled induced
subgraphs of G.

CUS(G) is still a poset using the same order H1 ≤ H2 iff H1 is a
subgraph of H2. However, adding the condition that the subgraphs must
be connected changes the poset structure of CUS(G) from that of US(G).
So we have to find another example to show that CUS(G) is not lattice-
ordered. To do that, let G be the dart graph, H be the diamond and J be
the paw (see Figure 1). It is obvious that both C3 ≺ H, C3 ≺ J, P3 ≺ H
and P3 ≺ J and all 4 of these graphs are connected. Thus inf{H, J} does
not exist in CUS(G). So, CUS(G) is not always lattice ordered.

When discussing the poset US(G) above, we had 4 observations.
The first two follow for the poset CUS(G) when considering only the
connected unlabeled induced subgraphs of G. However, we can update
the last two as follows:

(3’) For US(G) one could delete any vertex. However, since we now
are only looking at connected subgraphs in CUS(G), one cannot delete a
cut-vertex. So, if H ≺ K in CUS(G), then H can be obtained by deleting
a single vertex that is not a cut-vertex from K

(4’) Since the graph K̄2 is disconnected, it is not in CUS(G). So the
only atom in CUS(G) is K2. Additionally, in CUS(G) there are only 2
possible elements of height 2, namely, K3 and P3.

In Theorem 1, we saw that the posets US(Kn) and US(K̄n) are chains.
Since the graph K̄n is not connected, we do not have the poset CUS(K̄n).
It is obvious that CUS(Kn) is a chain. However there are now some new
graphs G that have a chain for the posets CUS(G) as we will show in the
following two lemmas.

Lemma 2. For any n, CUS(Pn) is a chain.

Proof. For n=1 and 2, the proof is obvious. So assume n ≥ 3. The graph
Pn has 2 vertices of degree 1 and n− 2 vertices of degree 2. However, all
the vertices of degree 2 are cut vertices and the two vertices of degree
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1 are similar. Thus, Pn has a unique lower cover in the poset CUS(Pn),
namely Pn−1. This implies that the poset CUS(Pn) is the chain:

Pn � Pn−1 � · · · � P2 � P1

ut

Lemma 3. For any n, CUS(Cn) is a chain.

Proof. For n=1 and 2, the proof is obvious. So assume n ≥ 3. All the
vertices of Cn are similar so we can remove any one of them to get the
unique lower cover of Cn in CUS(Cn) and this unique lower cover is
Pn−1. Using the first lemma, this implies that the poset CUS(Cn) is the
chain:

Cn � Pn−1 � · · · � P2 � P1

ut

We can also update Theorem 2 for the poset CUS(G) as follows:

Theorem 3. Let G be a graph and CUS(G) be the connected unlabeled induced
subgraphs of G. If H ∈ CUS(G) and u, v ∈ V(H), then H \ {u} = H \ {v}
in CUS(G) iff u, v are not cut vertices and they are in the same pseudo-orbit of
H. Thus, the number of lower covers of H in the poset US(G) is the number of
distinct pseudo-orbits of H generated by non-cut vertices.
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